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ABSTRACT 
 

 

Nursing students’ knowledge, attitude, and self-efficacy 

of palliative care towards end-of-life Nursing in Laos. 
 

 

Background: 

   In a study on the knowledge and attitudes of nursing students toward end-of-

life care, it was reported that cultural and religious beliefs, along with the 

education level of nursing students, palliative care education, and experiences 

of caring for the dying patients, are various factors that can have a positive or 

negative effect, there is in 1994, the World Health Organization (WHO) said 

that palliative care provided to dying patients in the existing knowledge system 

is the most effective for the quality life of patients. 

   In this context, palliative care should be provided in order to provide holistic 

care for patients at the end of life to face the last moments in peace in order to 

maintain human dignity and high quality of life for the rest of their lives. 

Nursing students should develop knowledge and attitudes within the 

curriculum so that they can be integrated into nursing practice as an important 

human resource for providing quality palliative care as a preliminary stage of 

the professional workforce. 

   For this, it can be seen that an independent curriculum is necessary for 

university education. Therefore, this study intends to identify the relationship 
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between Lao Nursing University students' knowledge of palliative care, 

attitudes toward end-of-life nursing, and variables on self-efficacy, and use 

them as basic data applicable to the Lao University of Nursing undergraduate 

or diploma course. 

Objective:  

   The purpose of this study was to examine nursing students' knowledge, 

attitudes, and self-efficacy about palliative care and look at the relationships 

between these variables in Laos. 

Methodology:  

   This was a descriptive, cross-sectional study, the population and sample 

size in this study were higher diplomas of a nursing program from six 

schools of nurses in Laos (N= 269) at the end of the third year were surveyed. 

The instrument for the measure included the Demographic questionnaire, 

The Palliative Care Quiz for Nursing (PCQN-L) 20 items, the Death 

Attitude Profile-Revised (DAP-R-L) 32 items, the Palliative Care Self-

Efficacy Scale (12 items), and the Fromelt Attitude towards care of dying 

(FATCOD-L) 30 items. Data analysis the Stata program (version 15.1) was 

used for analysis and the statistical analysis method consists of the general 

characteristics of the subjects are analyzed as real numbers, percentages, 

mean and standard deviation, total score, average, and standard deviation, 

and Pearson’s correlation coefficient.  
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 Result: the total of 269 students from six nursing colleges, were gender 

female: 221(82.2%), Male: 48(17.8%), age under 20 was 67 (24.9%) and 

over the age of 20 was 202 (75.0%), 254 (94.4%) unmarried, and Buddhism 

199(74.0%), the total mean score of PCQN-L was 13.16The category with 

the percentage of correct responses of accurate answers on Philosophy and 

principle of palliative care was73.4 %,  pain, and symptom management 

was 61.02 % and psychosocial and spiritual care was (76.82 %). Mean 

subscales scores remarkable on the 5 subscales with high scores was Fear 

of Death was 4.23Approach Acceptance was 4.14 and avoidance of death 

was 4.11Meanwhile, as can be seen in, the percentages of Escape 

Acceptance 3.95 and Neutral Acceptance 2.95 both had a low score. the 

students' overall FATCOD-L mean score for attitudes about caring for 

dying patients was 3.16According to the investigators, the palliative care 

self-efficacy scale had a mean score of 2.49 the mean score for the subscale 

"Psychosocial support” was 2.45, while the mean score for the subscale 

"Symptom management " was 2.54. A Pearson correlation was used to 

evaluate several statistically significant correlations that emerged from 

studies of knowledge, death attitudes, attitudes toward caring for the dying, 

and self-efficacy in the total group noticeable, between fear of death and the 

FATCOD-L was established moderate positive. further, there was a weak 

negative association between fear of death and death avoidance besides, 
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there was a weak negative link between fear of death and escape acceptance 

Similarly, there was a weak negative correlation between neutral acceptance 

and escape acceptance neutral acceptance and FATCOD-L, fear of death 

and self-efficacy  escape acceptance and FATCOD-L and escape 

acceptance and Self-efficacy Furthermore, both the FATCOD-L – (Self-

efficacy) and Neutral acceptance – Approach acceptance correlations 

shown moderate negative correlations. 

Conclusion: 

   The students of Lao Nursing School did not receive compulsory education 

in palliative care, and only a few subjects related to palliative care for 

chronic and serious diseases were taught. However, palliative care is crucial. 

The author suggests applying the results of this study to improve and 

develop their education field, we intend to teach nursing students who will 

work directly in the area of nursing how to perform the delicate and difficult 

process of end-of-life care at nursing schools, which will serve as the basis 

for future palliative care in Laos. 

Keywords: Nursing students, knowledge, attitude to death, self-efficacy, 

palliative care.  
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Chapter 1 

Background and Literature review 

1. Introduction  

1.1 Palliative care and cancer burden. 

   In Lao People’s Democratic Republic total number of new cancer case is 9,133 

The five most common cancers in Laos are (1) liver 1,272 (13.9%), (2) breast 

cancer 1,080 (11.8%), (3) lung cancer 1,023 (11.2%), colorectum cancer 799 

(8.5%), 4) stomach cancer 675 (7.4%) and other cancer 4,304 (47.1%) 3 Currently 

cancer is on the rise around the world, with estimated number of new cases in 2020 

both sex total: 19,292,789. The common cancer is 1) breast cancer 2,261.419, 2) 

Lung cancer 2,206.771, 3) colorectum cancer 1,931.590, prostate cancer 1,414.259, 

5) stomach cancer 1,089.103, 6) liver cancer 905,677, 7) cervix uteri 604,127 and 

the other cancer 8,879.843(WHO International Agency for Research on Cancer 

2020).  

1.2 The need for palliative care for nursing students. 

   In June 2008 Laos had begun establishing a national cancer center at Mittaphab 

Hospital in Vientiane capital. The first hospital-specific on cancer, however, 

limited some cancer diagnoses and surgery was not cover all types of cancer (Tl et 

al. 2011). Management of Nursing Education in Laos, Ministry of Public health 

has a policy that Requires professional nurses to have knowledge and skills, which 
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is part of the development and focus on students to have the responsibility, 

professional ethics that provide service to practice public health professions and 

take care of public health through (Ministry of Public Health, Lao People’s 

Democratic Republic 2013), which the official study Nursing such as Diploma 

Program in Nursing (3 years ) by Faculty of Nursing, University health science 

Laos is responsible for producing nurses at the level graduates, while colleges, 

schools, and training centers play a role in producing diploma-level nurses and 

Technical nurses, which in 2017 – 2019. Characteristics of Nursing Diploma 

Programs of Nursing Institutes in Laos, the teaching and learning management is 

divided into 3 parts: 1) Theoretical part focuses on the knowledge of the content, 

principles of adult nursing, principles of Geriatric nursing with academic 

knowledge by using a variety of teaching methods such as descriptive teaching, 

some part of lesson related to taking care chronic of diseases, critical diseases that 

intervention palliative care and the end of life, however, lack of lesson that covers 

all palliative care 2) Experimental part, which is teaching in the laboratory by 

allowing students to practice in the situation a simulation in a nursing 

demonstration room using demonstration methods by case scenario.3) the practical 

application, which is the focus for students to lead theoretical knowledge to apply 

is used to effectively serve individuals, families, and communities by allowing 

students to practice Acting in real situations with patients in hospitals, nursing 

homes, health centers, and communities to gain experience in providing services 

(Ministry of Public Health, Lao People’s Democratic Republic 2014). Nursing 

students, who will eventually become nurses, should be well-educated in order to 
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provide high-quality palliative care. In general, a critical barrier to providing 

palliative care is a lack of understanding.(Al Qadire 2014) 

1.3 The Laos Palliative care. 

   Palliative care in Laos. Some pain relievers, such as morphine, have been refused 

by the government due to concerns about drugs being sold to addicts, the problem 

of advanced cancer patients who have decided to return home when treatment is 

ineffective, and as a result, nurses and doctors lack experience in seeing patients 

in terminal care. People believe that when death occurs, their spirits do not wander 

searching for a way back home, based on religious and traditional beliefs. ("Cancer 

Treatment in Laos" 2017). The patient has been in chronic sickness, endured 

cancer, older people, and the end of life with particular care, which Laos did not 

have public service hospice care that all of these issues require long term medical 

treatment and terminal care. Patients can be admitted to acute care hospitals, but 

in these cases, people are discharged, and family members are responsible for 

caring for patients and continuing therapy with traditional medicine at home for 

palliative care until death. (Kongsap Akkhavong, 2014). According to a research 

study on palliative care with cancer in Asia, the majority of cancer patients' 

diagnoses in Asian countries have advanced disease, which can cause late 

treatment. Supportive care refers to pain relief for cancer patients and improving 

the quality of life for survivors until a dignified death. (Payne et al. 2012). It is 

understood that situations vary significantly at the country level. Palliative care is 

viewed differently by different cultures and traditions. The structures of existing 
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healthcare systems, into which palliative care services must fit (Sepúlveda et al. 

2002). Two of the most major hurdles to enhancing terminally ill patients' access 

to high-quality care are physicians' overestimation of patient prognosis and a 

shortage of palliative care staff (Avati et al. 2018). which was primary care must 

be developed to meet the needs of dying people. (Murray et al. 2004). The lack of 

personnel and training programs, as well as insufficient research funding, will 

continue to be important roadblocks. (Hughes and Smith 2014). 

1.4 Palliative care theory.  

   Palliative care is a strategy for enhancing the quality of life of patients and their 

families who are dealing with a life-threatening illness by preventing and 

alleviating suffering through early detection, treatment of pain, and other physical, 

psychosocial, and spiritual issues (world health organization 2020). Similarly, 

Hospice care is end-of-life care offered by health professionals and volunteers in 

which caregivers aim to control pain and other symptoms, provide psychological 

and spiritual support. (“Global Atlas of Palliative Care at the End of Life” 2014), 

Furthermore, nurses' attitudes regarding caring for the dying have an impact on 

palliative care quality (Cevik and Kav 2013). These focus on care, pain 

management, comfort, and quality of life. Palliative care is a type of specialist 

medical care for those who have a chronic or severe illness (“What Are Palliative 

Care and Hospice Care?” n.d.). The key palliative approach to symptom 

management requires oncology doctors and palliative care specialists to advance 

care planning in cancer survivors and those at high risk of recurrence and mortality, 
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ideally through continued follow-up (Dy, Isenberg, and Al Hamayel 2017). From 

pre-diagnostic to diagnosis and treatment, continued illness or death, and grief, 

supportive cancer care is what helps the patient and their family cope with the 

disease and its treatment.(Watson et al. 2019) Palliative care services combine the 

experience of a multidisciplinary team of specialists, including doctors, nurses, and 

social workers.(Kelley and Meier 2010)  

   Palliative care is centered on the patient rather than the disease, accepts death 

while simultaneously extending life, is a collaboration between the patient and 

caregivers, and is concerned with healing rather than curing.   The three essential 

components of palliative care (Twycross 2003)   

 

Symptom      Psychological 

relief    Support 

 

Teamwork and partnership 

Figure. 1 Palliative care theory model.  

   Terminal care was related to the quality of life which if could provide early 

screening by professional team those patients with needs it can be most powerful 

(Gaertner et al. 2017), The American Academy of pediatrics palliative care 

services be developed and made widely available based on child-specific criteria 

and standards. Guides how to respond to requests for hastening death, but opposes 

physician-assisted suicide or euthanasia for children.(Committee on Bioethics and 

Committee on Hospital Care 2000). By studying sickness trajectories at the end of 

Hope 

Honesty 

Openness 
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life, patients and their caregivers might better understand their situation (Murray 

et al. 2005). Nevertheless, the community-based palliative care model connects 

smoothly to inpatient care and encompasses a variety of inpatient and outpatient 

settings (Kamal et al. 2013). The majority of Americans with serious illnesses do 

not die alone and in pain; they live at home, in assisted living facilities, or nursing 

homes, with limited access to palliative care. (Meier et al. 2017). Additionally, 

Geriatric hospice care should be characterized as a multidisciplinary subject of 

treatment and research based on the two's linkages as well as care ethics. (Voumard 

et al. 2018) Based on Palliative care teams that have a wide range of skills that can 

help patients and their caregivers with a variety of issues including end of life 

care.(Hui et al. 2018) 

1.5 Self-efficacy theory.  

   Self-efficacy, or a person's sense of self-responsibility, is the ability to set high 

objectives for oneself and persevere in the face of obstacles that they see as 

challenges rather than threats. It is a significant factor in acquiring, progressing, 

and achieving professional skills and competencies. (Bundura 1977). Self-efficacy 

was a theoretically and practically based strong motivating belief that has played 

an important part in the acquisition of new skills and information. (Klassen and 

Klassen 2018). which self-efficacy for coping with cancer with a large effect of 

dealing with cancer treatment that shown extremely efficacious people exhibit less 

anxiety and better adaption in stressful circumstantial which self-efficacy is 

positively associated to the quality of life (Chirico et al. 2017). that nurses who 
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have a high level in self-efficacy score were the strongest to overcome problems, 

exhaustion, and loss of motivation (Consiglio et al. 2014), In cancer patients 

receiving chemotherapy through a peripherally placed central catheter, the self-

efficacy intervention improves self-management and minimizes problems. (Liu et 

al. 2021)and has been related students in long-term palliative care rotations are 

more likely to acquire Burnout, which is associated with strong self-efficacy and a 

reduced intent-to-leave. (Chachula 2021). Consequently, achievement motivation, 

job happiness, and the intention to stay in a career were all linked to self-efficacy 

(Masoudi Alavi 2014). Moreover, peer learning is an effective strategy for 

increasing nursing students' self-efficacy, outperforming traditional supervision 

(Pålsson et al. 2017). Nursing educators can use self-efficacy to better identify the 

effects of their educational interventions and their students' actual educational 

requirements.(Hernández-Padilla et al. 2016) that Self-efficacy is a person's belief 

in their own ability to achieve in a certain situation. This is also regarded to be a 

key factor in palliative nursing success (Desbiens, Gagnon, and Fillion 2012). It 

contributes greatly to achieving goals, fulfilling obligations, and overcoming 

obstacles (Kohno et al. 2010). In research, self-efficacy is a useful concept: It's 

been added as a dimension of the Healthcare Professional Humanization 

Scale.(Pérez-Fuentes et al. 2019) as the sphere of healthcare, this concept is critical 

for nurses, who play a vital role in promoting the community's health (Cevirme et 

al. 2020).  
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1.6 Literature review. 

   Palliative care focuses on recognizing the needs of people who are suffering from 

life-threatening illnesses from a comprehensive approach (Sjöberg et al. 2021) are 

intended to improve care for cancer patients and their caregivers throughout the 

disease process (Hui and Bruera 2020) as terminal care can increase the quality of 

life for those who are nearing the end of their lives (Maciver and Ross 2018). which 

was palliative therapies started soon after a diagnosis of incurable advanced cancer 

may improve symptom and disease control more effectively (Levy et al. 2016) to 

encourage the personhood of patients with advanced cancer, advance care planning 

is critical. Health care workers may encourage patients to express what 

is important and provide meaning to them as they live, cope, and get cancer 

treatment (Agarwal and Epstein 2018). Future nurses must be provided with the 

information and abilities necessary to offer palliative care (Gelegjamts et al. 2020). 

These have become increasingly important in nursing care as a result of the 

growing number of people who undergo assistance in their final stages of life 

(Etafa et al. 2020). Nurses are there at both the beginning and end of life, this duty 

is viewed as one of the most difficult aspects of nursing because death is an 

inescapable phenomenon that touches every human being (Harding et al. 2010). 

Nurses' expertise was linked to their level of education, experience caring for 

chronically sick people, and experience caring for dying family members (Morita 

et al. 2006). According to, a health worker who reported low self-efficacy toward 

dying patients and their families, implying that palliative education for health care 
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workers should focus on expanding nursing experience as an oncology nurse and 

conducting expertise in end-of-life care (J. S. Kim, Kim, and Gelegjamts 2020). 

Health care providers would be able to overcome hurdles and improve patient care 

if we had a better grasp of the impact of attitudes regarding end-of-life care on 

quality care (Hui et al. 2016). In end-of-life care, nurses can play an important role. 

As a result, it is critical to examine nurses' knowledge, attitude, and practice to 

assist them in dealing with such situations (Kassa et al. 2014) as well as a nursing 

student to respond successfully to the complexity of caring for persons with a 

progressing, life-limiting illness, adequate knowledge of palliative care and 

positive attitudes toward death and dying are critical educational factors to 

consider (Dimoula et al. 2019). Despite feeling unprepared and nervous about 

talking with terminally ill patients, their families, and bereaved relatives (Bailey 

and Hewison 2014). While, most nursing students illustrated positive views toward 

death and caring for the dying, they lacked knowledge and self-efficacy in 

palliative care, indicating the need for palliative care instruction to be integrated 

into the nursing curriculum in China (Zhou, Li, and Zhang 2021). As a result, 

Simulation is a possible alternative to clinical experience in the absence of clinical 

exposure to help students prepare for their professional role in end-of-life care 

(Lewis et al. 2016). when we look at the effectiveness of end-of-life educational 

programs in changing nurses' and nursing students' attitudes toward death and the 

treatment of dying patients (Chua and Shorey 2021). A course in palliative care 

should be required in nursing school, and it should involve learning activities 

(Berndtsson, Karlsson, and Rejnö 2019). which Nursing education should include 
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a greater emphasis on death, dying, and end-of-life care in the core nursing 

curriculum, theory, and clinical courses (Zahran et al. 2022). it is can be successful, 

the public, patients, and health care providers must all be educated (Zimmermann 

et al. 2016).  

1.7 Scope of the study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure. 2 scope of the study. 

1.8 Research questions 

1) What are the levels of palliative care, knowledge, and self-efficacy of 

nursing students?  

2) What are the nursing students’ attitudes towards death and caring for dying 

patients? 

3) Are there any relationships between palliative care knowledge, self-

efficacy, attitudes towards death, and caring for dying patients? 
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1.9 Objective 

   This is to provide better basic data for end-of-life nursing to nursing students in 

Laos. The specific objective is as follows. 

1. To investigate higher diploma nursing students’ knowledge about 

palliative care and attitudes towards death and end-of-life care and explore 

demographic and academic factors as potential moderators of student knowledge.  

2. Identify the differences in knowledge of palliative care, self-efficacy, and 

the end-of-life nursing attitude recording to the general characteristic of nursing 

students.  

3. Identify the correlation between knowledge of palliative care, self-

efficacy, and the end-of-life nursing attitude of nursing students. 

4. We intend to use this as the basic data for introducing the end-of-life 

nursing education program for nursing students in Laos. 

1.10 The necessity of this study 

The following are some of the reasons why the research is crucial: 

a. The University of Health Sciences (UHS) is based on the Ministry of 

Public Health (MOH) and, in particular, the Laos Regional School of 

Nursing. It will provide nursing students in Laos with a comprehensive 

understanding of palliative care knowledge, attitude, practice, and other 

related factors, which they can use to develop a new curriculum and 

project training course for the development of more significant palliative 

care for the end-of-life of patients. 
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b. The health practitioners, especially nurses, nursing students, and other 

associated healthcare workers are among the health practitioners. They 

can utilize the data to measure their practice's performance and apply it 

to help critical patients, oncology patients, and terminal patients in 

palliative care function effectively. 

c. The school of nurses or colleges who practice with patients and will 

become professional nurses in the future of Laos. The audit would 

serve as a foundation for improving their institution's knowledge, 

attitude, and practices in terms of improving palliative care for patients 

and their families. 

d. Future Researchers and Authors. This study would help future 

research on palliative care and end-of-life care among nursing students 

by providing a description for assessing knowledge, attitude, self-

efficacy, practices, and other associated characteristics of palliative care 

to patients in Laos. It can also be used as a baseline to assist other 

institutions in valuing understanding of nursing students and health care 

professional conditions which can contribute to development on social, 

economic, and political levels. 
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2. Method 

2.1 study design 

   This was a descriptive, cross-sectional survey. A questionnaire was employed 

to carry out the research study on the respondents using a systematic random 

sample procedure. Age, gender, region, nationality, married status, practice 

experience, academic year, and institute both were independent variables. 

Nursing students' knowledge, attitudes, and self-efficacy practices of palliative 

care towards end-of-life have been the dependent variables. 

2.2 study population 

   Laos is a landlocked country situated in Southeast Asia on the north-western 

part of the Indochinese Peninsula. It is located in the Northern and Eastern 

hemispheres of the Earth. Land 

Area: 236,800 km2, Laos' 

population was estimated at about 

7.06 million in 2018, Population 

density: 30.72 persons/km2 

dispersed unevenly across the 

country. Most people live in 

valleys of the Mekong River and 

its tributaries. Laos is bordered by 

five countries. It is bounded by 

Myanmar  
Figure. 3 Map of Laos showing   

geographical location of school of nurses 
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(North-western) and China to the northwest; by Cambodia to the south; by 

Vietnam to the east and by Thailand to the west. there are 18 provinces and 

capital city in Vientiane. In Lao People’s Democratic Republic total number of 

new cancer case is 9,133 base on issues the ministry of Health distributed health 

care system comprises three administrative levels: central, provincial, and 

district. Especially, Health centers, village health volunteers, community health 

committees, and traditional birth attendants are all part of a fourth level under the 

districts that is Responsible for delivering community health services. 

(“Policy_on_primary_health_care-Eng.Pdf” n.d.). 

1) Geography spread hospital:   

   The Ministry of Health oversees multiple tertiary care hospitals, a national 

center for medicine, medical colleges, and universities at the national level. In 

terms of technical oversight, organizational management, payroll, and operations, 

provincial governments supervise Provincial Health Offices. In terms of technical 

direction, monitoring, and inspection, Provincial Health Offices are also under 

the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Health. There are 18 Provincial Health Offices 

(including Vientiane) ,16 provincial hospitals,143 districts hospital and operates 

around 1,000 health centers (“Laos Health Strategy 2019-2023” 2019). 

2) University of Health Sciences and college or school of nurse:  

Educational institutions of nursing under the Ministry of Health in the People's 

Democratic Republic of Laos have a total of 08 locations across the country, 

spreading in every region.1) there is one University of Health Sciences, Faculty 
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of Nursing 2). College of Health Sciences consists of 3 colleges: College of 

Health Sciences Savannakhet, College of Health Sciences Champasak, and 

College of Health Sciences Luang Prabang 3). The school consists of 4 places, 

namely School of Nurses of Vientiane, Khammuane Public Health School, 

Xiengkuang Public Health School and Oudomxai Public Health School (Ministry 

of Public Health, Lao People’s Democratic Republic 2014). 

   The researcher selected six nursing schools to take account 75 % of nursing 

schools or College of Health Sciences in Laos, the total number of nursing 

students in each school of the nurse is 150 nursing students and data collected 

from different regions is shown on the map (figure 3), this is total number of 

students in 3rd year of each nursing school is 50 students however, researchers 

have targeted only 44 or 45 students for collecting data consist of the School of 

Nurses of Vientiane Province in Vientiane Province, on the one hand, at the 

southern of Laos the Khammuane Public Health School in Khammoun Province, 

and the College of Health Sciences Champasak in Champasak Province (Pakse). 

On the other side, the Xiengkuang public health school in Xiangkhouang 

province, the Oudomxai public health school in Oudomxai province, and the 

College of Health Sciences Luangprabang in Luangprabang province were all 

established in northern Laos (figure . 4). 
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06 school of nurse population sample size 

School of Nurses of Vientiane Province 50 44 

Khammuane Public Health School 50 45 

College of Health Sciences Champasak 50 45 

Oudomxai public health school 50 45 

Xiengkuang public health school 50 45 

College of Health Sciences Luangprabang 50 45 

Total 300 269 

Figure. 4 selected 6 school of nurse’s 3rd grade in Laos.   

2.2.1 Study Subject 

   We decided to take advantage of a convenient sampling procedure. A total of 

269 higher diploma of nursing students at the end of the third year of education in 

different six schools of nurses consist of Khammuan public Health school, 

Oudomxai public health school, Xiengkuang public health school, Collage of 

Health Sciences Champasak, College of Health Sciences Luangprabang, School of 

Nurse Vientiane province which is located differently provinces of Laos. 

2.2.2 study sample size 

   The number of samples in the study is G*Power 3.1.9 Program is used to 

calculate. As a result of setting the Effect size 0.25 and α.05, power 0.8, and 6 

groups. the sample size is 269, and 300 people to distributed in consideration of 

the dropout rate of 10-15%. An estimated 300 participant at the end of third year 

of education, higher diploma of nursing at six school of nurses in Laos. 

2.3 instruments of the study  

   The Knowledge, Attitudes, and Palliative Care Self-Efficacy survey is a 

quantitative approach for acquiring quantitative and qualitative data (Nakazawa 

et al. 2009). There were five elements to the questionnaires utilized in this study:  
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   Section one: Students' age, gender, academic year, practice experience, 

ethnicity, and marital status were all collected using a demographic questionnaire. 

   Section two: The knowledge questions were adopted from the Palliative Care 

knowledge test questions for instance “Morphine is the standard used to compare 

the analgesic effect of other opioids” were modified according to the prevailing 

context of health institutions in Laos. The Palliative Care Quiz for Nursing 

(PCQN) was created by Ross et al. (M Ross, McDonald, and McGuinness 1996) 

and is widely used to measure palliative care knowledge the English version of 

the original instrument was translated into Korean by a Korean nursing doctoral 

Hyun sook Kim at el. (H. Kim et al. 2011). The PCQN-L did not differ 

significantly from the original PCQN. The PCQN-L comprises 20 items divided 

into three subscales: palliative care philosophy (4 items), pain and symptom 

control (13 items), and psychosocial and spiritual care (3 items). For each item, 

respondents select "true," "false," or "don't know." Researchers gave a 1 for a true 

answer and a 0 for a wrong or "don't know" response. The PCQN-L has a total 

score range of 0–20. The internal consistency reliability of the PCQN-L as 

measured by KR-20 was 0.74 in this study. 

   Section three: Death Attitude Profile-Revised (DAP-R-L) Wong et al. (1994) 

developed the DAP-R, which is commonly used to examine respondents' attitudes 

toward death. The DAP-R is divided into five subscales with a total of 32 items. 

Fear of death is a scale that measures a person's negative feelings and thoughts 

about dying (7 items: 1, 2, 7, 18, 20, 21 & 32). The respondent's attempts to avoid 
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thinking about death are measured by death avoidance (5 items: 3, 10, 12, 19 & 

26). The respondent's neutral acceptance demonstrates that death is a natural part 

of life and that he or she neither welcomes nor fears death (5 items: 6, 14, 17, 24 

& 30). The term "approach acceptance" refers to a person's perception of death as 

a means to a better afterlife (10 items: 4, 8, 13, 15, 16, 22, 25, 27, 28 & 31). 

Finally, escape acceptance denotes. (Wong, Reker, and Gesser 1994), DAP-R 

used a 7-point Likert Scale, Scores for all items are from 1 to 7 in the direction of 

strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). A mean scale score can be computed 

for each dimension by dividing the total scale score by the number of items 

forming each scale. The DAP-R-subscale C's reliability was investigated in this 

study, with Cronbach's alpha coefficients in Laos version is 0.93. 

   Section four: The Frommelt Attitudes Towards Care of the Dying (FATCOD) 

(Frommelt, 1991). These were examined Students' attitudes regarding caring for 

dying patients The results of thirty questions are added together to get a total 

FATCOD score, which 5-point Likert scale is used in the FATCOD-L. Positively 

worded items are graded on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 

Higher scores indicate more positive attitudes. In this investigation, the FATCOD 

has excellent internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha = 0.92) 

   Section five: Palliative Care Self-Efficacy Scale (Phillips, Salamonson, and 

Davidson 2011) were used to assess palliative care self-efficacy. This scale 

comprises two subscales: psychological support (6 items, items 1–6) and 

symptom management (6 items, items 7–12), which measure respondents' 

perceived abilities to give palliative care. This is a four-point scale, with one 
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indicating "needs more basic teaching," two indicating "confident to complete 

with close supervision," three indicating "confident to finish with minimum 

consultation," and four indicating "confident to complete independently." Each 

palliative care task is rated according to the respondents' confidence in their 

ability to accomplish it. This study used the traditional forward-backward 

approach to translate the Palliative Care Self-Efficacy Scale into Lao. The content 

of the Lao version of this scale was then examined by a professor in the faculty 

of nursing sciences, University of Health Sciences in Laos. Cronbach's alpha of 

the Lao version of the Palliative Care Self-Efficacy Scale is 0.87 

   A panel of experts from the National Cancer Center-Graduate School of Cancer 

Science and Policy in South Korea, as well as the Laos Review Board Research 

Ethics, conducted a pilot study to determine the clarity of questions, 

the effectiveness of instructions, completeness of response sets, the time required 

to complete the questionnaire, and success of data collection techniques for the 

current study. The questionnaire was validated using an English language 

instrument that was translated into Lao languages. 
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2.4 Operational Definition 

Variable Questions points Method explanation source 

Demographic 9 N/A Scalar-scoring 

method. 

age, gender, academic year, practice 

experience, ethnicity, and marital status. 

Not applicable. 

(N/A) 

Knowledge of  

palliative care 

20 0-20 3-item Likert scale 

ranging  True = 01 

False = 0   

don’t know =0 

Added together to get a total score Total 

scores might range from 0 (lowest degree 

of knowledge) to 20 (highest level of 

knowledge)  

Margaret. Ross 

et al. (1996) 

Attitudes 

toward death 

32 5-35 7-item Linkert scale 

ranging from 

strongly disagree to 

strongly agree  

For each dimension, a mean scale score can 

be computed by dividing the total scale 

score by the number of items forming each 

scale. 

Wong, P.T.P., 

Reker, G.T., & 

Gesser, G. 

(1994). 

Attitudes 

regarding 

caring for 

dying patients 

30 30-150 5-point Likert scale. 

graded on a scale of 

1 (strongly disagree) 

to 5 (strongly agree) 

Favorable Attitude = ≥ 50% of total score 

of the Frommelt Attitude Toward Care of 

the Dying [FATCOD] scale Unfavorable 

Attitude = ≤  50% of total score of the 

Frommelt Attitude Toward Care of the 

Dying [FATCOD] scale 

Frommelt,1991; 

Frommelt, 2003 

Self-efficacy 12 12-48 4 point Likert scale. 
(1) need further basic 

instruction. 

(2) confident to 

perform with close 

This 12-item scale has two theoretically distinct 

subscales related to perceived capabilities to 

provide: (1) psychosocial support (6 items, 

numbers 1–6); and (2) symptom management 

(6 items, numbers 7–12). higher scores indicate 

Phillips. et al 

(2011) 
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supervision/ coaching. 

(3) confident to 

perform with minimal 

consultation. 

(4) confident to 

perform 

independently. 
  

a higher perceived capacity toward palliative 

care.  
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2.5 Data collection and quality control 

   Data collectors were given a two-day workshop on questionnaire concerns 

(including the study's goal, how to contact participants, and how to present and 

collect the questionnaire in a timely manner). The development of relevant 

instruments as well as human resources, such as helpers, were certainly important 

in completing this research effectively. During the distribution and data collection 

phases, the study participants' confidentiality was maintained. Above all, integrity 

and entry were upheld throughout the procedure. 

   For the sake of simplicity and to account for non-response rates, the survey 

included all nursing students at the completion of their third year of education in 

the selected school's six nursing schools. The electronic questionnaire was created 

by the researcher using the kobotoolbox application. A total of 300 questionnaires 

were distributed to the contact people using a link from 

https://kf.kobotoolbox.org/#/forms (Figure 5). The questionnaires were emailed 

to the contact individuals with a description of the study's objectives, the contact 

person's name, and a two-week deadline for completion, and then the surveys 

were submitted online. After two weeks, a reminder was received. 
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Figure. 5 Data collection flow. 

Tested structured questionnaires with items adapted from tools used in 

research in China (Zhuo et al. 2020), Greece (Diamuola et al. 2018), and 

Mongolia (Gelegjamts et al. 2021). 

IRB permit # No: 010/NECHR 

Contacted to director of the six 

schools of nurses.  

 

 
 

Interviewer: 

There are two 

assistant 

researchers in 

addition to 

the main 

author. 

(Before data 

collection, 

the 

interviewer 

underwent a 

two-day 

training 

session.) 

The dissemination of questionnaires has 

been scheduled. (January-march, 2022) 

sampling method 

Data input and online 

submitted 

Interview method: 

Technique for 

respondent  
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2.6 Administration of Questionnaires 

   By appointment, the participating higher diploma nursing students were 

approached directly. They signed a written informed consent form. There were 

five sections to the questionnaires: demographic information, knowledge, 

attitude, and self-efficacy. 

2.7 Statistical analysis 

   The information was entered into an Excel spreadsheet. The Stata program 

(version 15.1) was used for data analysis, and statistical analysis methods 

included analyzing the participants' general characteristics as real numbers, 

percentages, mean and standard deviation, total score, average, and standard 

deviation, and Pearson's correlation coefficient are utilized for post-analysis. 

2.8 Ethical Consideration 

   This study was approved by the Laos-International Review Board /the National 

Ethics Committee for Health Research (The NECHR) with a research permit 

number no.010/NECHR. This was highlighted with the investigator's 

authorization to use the nursing students' targeted diploma curriculum. The 

student's consent was acquired. Prior to the presentation of the questionnaire, 

written informed consent was obtained. The nursing students were informed 

about the study's goal and that they had the option of declining to participate. The 

need for secrecy was again emphasized, as was the voluntary nature of 

involvement. The respondents' identities were kept anonymous at all times. 
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3. Results 

3.1 Characteristics of the study participants 

   The G*Power 3.1.9 Program is used to calculate the number of samples in the 

study. As a result of the sample size being set, there are 269 higher diploma 

nursing students with a 100% response rate. The majority of the participants in 

the study were women (82.2%), with only 17.8% being men. Nearly a quarter 

(24.9%) of nursing students are under the age of 20, while 75.0 percent are over 

the age of 20. Besides Only 15 (5.6 %) had married of the 254 students (94.4 %) 

indicated that they were single. The most of them (80.3 percent) had less than 

two years of practical experience and the remainder had more than two years 

(19.0 percent). Overall, 74.0 percent of the participants believed in Buddhism, 

23.8 % in Ghosts, and 2.2 % in Christine, according to the respondents' institute 

of education showed that Khammuan public Health school 14.5 %, Oudomxai 

public health school 17.1%, Xiengkuang public health school 16.4%, and 

respectively, 15.6% illustrated to School of Nurse Vientiane province, 20.8% 

from College of Health Sciences Champasak and 15.6% come from College of 

Health Sciences Luangprabang (Table 1). 
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Table 1: Characteristics of the study participants (N= 269) 

Characteristics Categories N % 

Gender Male 48 17.8 
 Female 221 82.2 

Age(year) ≤20 67 24.9 
 >20 202 75.0 

practical 
experience(year) 

≤2 216 80.3 

 >2 53 19.7 

Religion Buddhis 199 74.0 
 Christine 6 2.2 
 Ghost 64 23.8 

Marital status Single 254 94.4 
 Married 15 5.6 

Institute of education Khammuan public Health school 39 14.5 
 Oudomxai public health school 46 17.1 
 Xiengkuang public health school 44 16.4 
 School of Nurse Vientiane province 42 15.6 
 College of Health Sciences Champasak 56 20.8 

  College of Health Sciences Luangprabang 42 15.6 

 

3.2 Knowledge of palliative care by item in nursing students 

   On the Palliative care quiz for nursing score (PCQN-L), the mean total 

knowledge score was 13.16 (SD 3.73), with a range of 0–20, and the average 

correct rate of knowledge was 73.4 %, demonstrating that nursing students had 

a better understanding of palliative care. The category with the moderate number 

of accurate answers on the PCQN-L was pain and symptom management (61.02 

%), and the category with the highest percentage of correct responses was 

psychosocial and spiritual care (76.82 %) (Table 2). The most correct answers 

were for item 1 "Palliative care is only appropriate in situations where there is 

evidence of a downhill trajectory or deterioration" while the fewest correct 
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answers were for item 13 " The use of placebos is appropriate in the treatment 

of some types of pain." 
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Table 2. The result of the Knowledge of palliative care quiz for nurse in nursing students 

Item 
Correct 

correct 

rate 

n (%)   

Philosophy and principle of palliative care   73.04% 

1. Palliative care is only appropriate in situations where there is evidence of a downhill trajectory 

or deterioration. 
266 84.01   

9. The provision of palliative care requires emotional detachment. 211 78.44  

12. The philosophy of palliative care is compatible with that of aggressive treatment 162 60.22   

17. The accumulation of losses renders burnout inevitable for those who seek work in palliative 

care. 
187 69.52  

Management of pain and symptoms     61.02% 

2. Morphine is the standard used to compare the analgesic effect of other opioids. 189 70.26  

3.The extent of the disease determines the method of pain treatment 205 76.21   

4. Adjuvant therapies are important in managing pain 220 81.78  

6. During the last days of life, the drowsiness associated with electrolyte imbalance may decrease 

the need for sedation. 
147 54.65   

7. Drug addiction is a major problem when morphine is used on a long-term basis for the 

management of pain. 
161 59.85  

8. Individuals who are taking opioids should also follow a bowel regime. 142 52.79   

10. During the terminal stages of an illness, drugs that can cause respiratory depression are 

appropriate for the treatment of severe dyspnea. 
166 61.71  
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13. The use of placebos is appropriate in the treatment of some types of pain. 89 33.09   

14. In high doses, codeine causes more nausea and vomiting than morphine. 159 59.11  

15. Suffering and physical pain are synonymous 179 66.54   

16. Demerol is not an effective analgesic in the control of chronic pain 132 49.07  

18. Manifestations of chronic pain are different from those of acute pain. 224 83.27   

20. The Pain threshold is lowered by anxiety or fatigue. 121 44.98  

Psychosocial and spiritual care     76.82% 

5. It is crucial for family members to remain at the bedside until death occurs. 220 81.78  

11. Men generally reconcile their grief more quickly than women. 196 72.86   

19. The loss of a distant or contentious relationship is easier to resolve than the loss of one that is 

close or intimate. 
204 75.84   
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3.3 Mean scores  on the Death att i tude profi le -revised               

(DAP-R-L) scale  

   On the mean, students had a total score of 3.94 (SD=0.23) ranging 3.13-4.62 

for their attitudes about death. The result was illustrated in Table 3. 

Table 3. Mean scores on the Death attitude profile-revised (DAP-R-L) scale   

Item Mean SD 

1. Death is no doubt a grim experience 4.80 2.08 

2. The prospects of my own death arouse anxiety in me 3.80 2.04 

3. I avoid death thoughts at all costs 3.42 2.03 

4. I believe that I will be in heaven after I die. 4.04 1.86 

5. Death will bring an end to all my troubles. 3.70 2.10 

6. Death should be viewed as a natural, undeniable, 

and unavoidable event 
2.43 1.87 

7. I am disturbed by the finality of death. 4.43 1.75 

8. Death is an entrance to a place of ultimate 

satisfaction. 
3.35 1.83 

9. Death provides an escape from this terrible world. 4.00 1.90 

10. Whenever the thought of death enters my mind, I 

try to push it away 
5.00 1.82 

11. Death is deliverance from pain and suffering. 4.84 1.89 

12. I always try not to think about death. 3.05 1.84 

13. I believe that heaven will be a much better place 

than this world 
4.16 1.82 

14. Death is a natural aspect of life 2.43 1.66 

15. Death is a union with God and eternal bliss 4.16 1.74 

16. Death brings a promise of a new and glorious life 4.46 1.78 

17. I would neither fear death nor welcome it 3.53 1.96 

18. I have an intense fear of death 4.70 1.94 

19. I avoid thinking about death altogether 4.60 1.87 

20. The subject of life after death troubles me greatly. 4.01 1.78 

21. The fact that death will mean the end of everything 

as I know it frightens me. 
3.49 1.87 

22. I look forward to a reunion with my loved ones 

after I die 
3.81 1.94 

23. I view death as a relief from earthly suffering. 3.82 1.91 
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24. Death is simply a part of the process of life. 3.13 1.78 

25. I see death as a passage to an eternal and blessed 

place 
4.23 1.80 

26. I try to have nothing to do with the subject of 

death. 
4.60 1.78 

27. Death offers a wonderful release of the soul 4.28 1.82 

28. One thing that gives me comfort in facing death is 

my belief in the afterlife 
4.04 1.81 

29. I see death as a relief from the burden of this life. 3.40 1.91 

30. Death is neither good nor bad. 3.21 1.84 

31. I look forward to life after death 4.90 1.86 

32. The uncertainty of not knowing what happens after 

death worries me. 
4.50 1.76 

Total 3.94 0.23 

Note. SD=Standard division   
 

3.4 Mean scores on the Death attitude profile-revised             

(DAP-R-L) subscales 

   Mean subscales scores remarkable on the 3 subscales with high scores was 

Fear of Death was 4.23(SD=0.57), Approach Acceptance was 4.14 (SD=0.48), 

and avoidance of death was 4.11(SD=0.64), Meanwhile, as can be seen in (Table 

4), the percentages of Escape Acceptance 3.95 (SD=0.66) and Neutral 

Acceptance 2.95 (SD=1.25) have also declined at the period of time. 

Table 4. Mean scores on the Death attitude profile-revised (DAP-R-L)  

Scale Subscales Mean SD 

DAP-R-C Fear of Death  4.23 0.57 
 Death Avoidance  4.11 0.64 
 Neutral Acceptance  2.95 1.25 
 Approach Acceptance  4.14 0.48 

  Escape Acceptance  3.95 0.66 

Note.  DAP-R-C= the Laos version of the Death Attitude Profile-Revised,  

SD= Standard division. 
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3.5 The Frommelt Attitude Toward Care of Dying Scale 

(FATCOD) 

   As a result, the vast majority of the students examined did not consider death 

to be a normal part of life. With a range of 69–125, students' overall FATCOD-

C mean score for attitudes about caring for dying patients was 91.87 (SD 9.44). 

The proportion of students (N = 152, 56.50 %) has a negative attitude toward 

caring for dying patients, according to the cut-off criteria of less than 50%. On 

the other hand, less than half of the students (N=117, 43.49 %) are enthusiastic 

about caring for patients. 

   The mean score on eleven of the thirty categories (3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14, 12, 19, 26, 

28, 29) was less than three, showing negative views among students5). 

Significantly, of the four items (3, 8, 14, 26) We did notice some student 

uneasiness, particularly when it came to direct care of a dying person and dealing 

with questions and emotional emotions related to an impending death. The 

remaining (19) FATCOD-C measures had mean scores of 3.01–3.86, showing 

neutral-to-moderately positive sentiments among students. List the ranking of 

items with high average score, item among of the top 5 priorities, that is listing 

it a ranking of 1, 4, 16, 18 and 21. On the other hand the three items that had the 

lowest ranking were item 12 “The family should be involved in the physical care 

of the dying person.”, item 11 “When a patient asks, “Am I dying?” I think it is 

best to change the subject to something cheerful”, and item 3 “I would be 

uncomfortable talking about impending death with the dying person”. 
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Table 5.  The Frommelt Attitude Toward Care of Dying Scale (FATCOD)                                                                                                                                                           
   

Scale item Mean SD 

1. Giving care to the dying person is a worthwhile experience. 3.86 1.11 

2. Death is not the worst thing that can happen to a person. 3.56 1.15 

3. I would be uncomfortable talking about impending death 

with the dying person 
2.55 1.19 

4. Caring for the patient’s family should continue throughout 

the period of grief and bereavement 
3.73 1.14 

5. I would not want to care for a dying person. 3.48 1.39 

6.The non-family caregivers should not be the one to talk about 

death with the dying person 
2.71 1.30 

7. The length of time required to give care to a dying person 

would frustrate me. 
3.21 1.31 

8. I would be upset when the dying person I was caring for 

gave up hope of getting better. 
2.72 1.21 

9. It is difficult to form a close relationship with the dying 

person. 
2.74 1.18 

10. There are times when death is welcomed by the dying 

person 
2.93 1.16 

11. When a patient asks, “Am I dying?” I think it is best to 

change the subject to something cheerful 
2.27 1.23 

12. The family should be involved in the physical care of the 

dying person 
2.00 1.08 

13. I would hope the person I’m caring for dies when I am not 

present 
3.19 1.29 

14. I am afraid to become friends with a dying person. 3.25 1.28 

15. I would feel like running away when the person actually 

died 
3.38 1.30 

16. Families need emotional support to accept the behavior 

changes of the dying person 
3.72 1.07 

17. As a patient nears death, the non-family caregiver should 

withdraw from his or her involvement with the patient 
3.00 1.28 

18. Families should be concerned about helping their dying 

member make the best of his or her remaining life 
3.73 1.13 

19. The dying person should not be allowed to make decisions 

about his or her physical care. 
2.90 1.27 

20. Families should maintain as normal an environment as 

possible for their dying member. 
3.70 1.06 

21. It is beneficial for the dying person to verbalize his or her 

feelings 
3.76 1.12 
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22. Care should extend to the family of the dying person 3.70 1.08 

23. Caregivers should permit dying persons to have flexible 

visiting schedules 
3.45 1.18 

24. The dying person and his or her family should be the in-

charge decision makers 
3.60 1.14 

25. Addiction to pain relieving medication should not be a 

concern when dealing with a dying person. 
3.20 1.17 

26. I would be uncomfortable if I entered the room of a 

terminally ill person and found him or her crying. 
2.56 1.23 

27. Dying persons should be given honest answers about their 

condition. 
3.35 1.17 

28. Educating families about death and dying is not a non-

family caregiver’s responsibility 
2.84 1.20 

29. Family members who stay close to a dying person often 

interfere with the professional’s job with the patient 
2.68 1.20 

30. It is possible for non-family caregivers to help patients 

prepare for death. 
3.32 1.20 

Total 3.16 0.30 

Note. SD=Standard division   
 

3.6 The palliative care self-efficacy scale 

   According to the investigators, the palliative care self-efficacy scale had a 

mean score of 2.49 (SD: 0.67), with a range of 1 to 4 (table 6). 

   The mean score for the subscale " Psychosocial support” was 2.45, while the 

mean score for the subscale " Symptom management " was 2.54. significantly, 

the three items with the highest self-efficacy scores were, “Supporting the patient 

or family member when they become upset”, "Discussing different 

environmental options (e.g. hospital, home, family)" and “Reacting to and 

coping with limited patient decision-making capacity.” The two items with the 

lowest self-efficacy scores were, “Answering patient's questions about the dying 

process” and “Reacting to and coping with reports of constipation” (Table 7). 
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Table 6.  The palliative care self-efficacy scale 
   

item scale Mean SD 

1. Answering patients questions about the dying process 2.23 1.16 

2. Supporting the patient or family member when they become        

upset 
2.57 0.97 

3. Informing people of the support services available 2.56 1.04 

4. Discussing different environmental options (e.g. hospital, 

home, family) 
2.57 1.10 

5. Discussing patient’s wishes for after their death 2.50 1.05 

6. Answering queries about the effects of certain medications 2.26 1.07 

7. Reacting to reports of pain from the patient 2.51 1.02 

8. Reacting to and coping with terminal delirium 2.48 1.08 

9. Reacting to and coping with terminal dyspnea 

(breathlessness) 
2.55 1.06 

10. Reacting to and coping with nausea/vomiting 2.56 1.00 

11. Reacting to and coping with reports of constipation 2.46 0.98 

12. Reacting to and coping with limited patient decision-

making capacity 
2.68 1.03 

Total 2.49 0.67 

Note. SD=Standard division   

 

    

   
 

 

 

 

 

Table 7.  Mean score of the palliative care self-efficacy subscale                                                                                                                                                          
    

Scale Subdimension Mean SD 

Self-efficacy  2.49 0.67 

  Psychosocial support (item: 1-6) 2.45 0.72 

  Symptom management (item: 7-12) 2.54 0.71 

Note. SD=Standard division   
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3.7 Correlations among Knowledge, Attitude and self-efficacy of 

palliative care towards end-of-life Nursing 

   A Pearson correlation was used to evaluate several statistically significant 

correlations emerged from studies of knowledge, death attitudes, attitudes toward 

caring for the dying, and self-efficacy in the total group (Table 8). 

   Noticeable, between fear of death and the Frommelt Attitude Toward Care of the 

Dying Scale (FATCOD-L) (r=0.344; P< 0.000) was established moderate positive 

and escape acceptance and Self-efficacy (r= 0.162; P< 0.007) was weak positive. 

further, there was a weak negative association between fear of death and approach 

acceptance (r = -0.131; p < 0.030), besides, there was a weak negative link between 

fear of death and escape acceptance (r = -0.150; P< 0.013). Similarly, there was a 

weak negative correlation between neutral acceptance and escape acceptance (r = 

-0.179; P<0.003), neutral acceptance and FATCOD-L (r=-0.215; P< 0.000), fear 

of death and self-efficacy (r = -0.246; P< 0.00), escape acceptance and FATCOD-

L (r=-0.192; P< 0.001), Furthermore, both the (FATCOD-L) – (Self-efficacy) (r=-

0.387; P< 0.000) and Neutral acceptance – Approach acceptance (r=-0.425; P< 

.000) correlations shown moderate negative correlations. 
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Table: 8 Correlations among Knowledge, Attitude and self-efficacy of palliative care towards end-of-life Nursing   
         

    

knowledge 

Death attitudes 

FATCOD-L 
    

Fear of 

death 

Death  

avoidance 

Neutral  

acceptance 

approach 

acceptance 

escape 

acceptance  

    r(P) 

knowledge 1.000       
         

Death 

attitudes 

Fear of death -0.013 1.000      

 0.821       
        

Death avoidance 0.007 0.038  1.000     

 0.907 0.528      
        

Neutral acceptance -0.041 -0.017 -0.214 1.000    

 0.496 0.777 0.000     
        

Approach acceptance 0.054 -0.131* 0.044 -0.425* 1.000   

 0.374 0.030 0.463 0.000    
        

Escape acceptance 0.037 -0.150* 0.049 -0.179* 0.117 1.000  

   0.541 0.013 0.416 0.003 0.053   
         

FATCOD-L 
-0.080 0.344* 0.004 -0.215* 0.012 -0.192* 1.000 

0.188 0.000 0.0944 0.000 0.833 0.001  
         

Self-efficacy 
0.069 -0.246* -0.001 -0.013 0.054 0.162* -0.387* 

0.255 0.000 0.984 0.826 0.374 0.007 0.000 

Note. FATCOD-L=the Laos version of the Frommelt attitude Toward care of the Dying scale.  

P values were determined by Pearson correlation test.       
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4. Discussions 

   Based on our literature, this study is a pilot study that focusing on the knowledge, 

attitudes, and practices of Laotian nursing students relate to palliative care. When 

this study was launched, there was no standardized palliative care program in Laos, 

providing treatment for cancer patients and those who end their lives in hospice 

wards.  

   A present study finding most of them (80.3 %) had less than two years of 

practical experience and the remainder had more than two years (19.0 %). though, 

most of the nursing students have the experience to practice for approximately 02 

years, they have dealt with real patients in clinical at the hospital (80.3 %) which 

can be probably one of the reasons for higher scores of knowledges of palliative 

care than others study in nursing students. (Zhou, Li, and Zhang 2021a) In 

comparison to the previous study, Chinese nursing students have a lower mean 

score in palliative care since (77 %) do not have previous experience, whereas 

Greek nursing students (92 %) do not have previous experience.(Dimoula et al. 

2019). Overall, 74.0 percent of the participants believed in Buddhism, 23.8 % in 

Ghosts (shamanism), and 2.2 % in Christine. almost nursing students in Laos 

believe in Buddhism which Buddhism holds that a supernatural being who created 

the world is in control of mankind's bliss and disaster (www.wisdomlib.org 2015). 

respectively, belief in Ghosts has Religion beliefs in ghosts remote from sciences 

Supernatural deities, deities can also be ancestral spirits or spirits of ostensibly 

supernatural forces. Because the spirit was released from the corporeal after death 
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Based on the tradition, culture, and Buddhism Religion of Laos When a cure is 

ineffective, they return home to die - to ensure that their souls do not wander 

looking for a home, there is a cremation service for the spirits for two or three days 

pray Buddha one time a day by monk Buddhists believe in life after death. The 

Wheel of Existence depicts the several places in which Buddhists believe spirits 

can be reborn (“Cancer Treatment in Laos” 2017), (“What Does Buddhism Teach 

about Life after Death? - Life after Death - GCSE Religious Studies Revision” 

n.d.). It is possible that this is one of the reasons why Lao nursing students have a 

negative attitude toward care for dying patients. The difference in a study of 

Chinese nursing students (Zhou, Li, and Zhang 2021), 92 % were not religious. 

that demonstrate positive views regarding death and care for the dying and in 

Greek reported positive, liberal, and supportive views about end-of-life care 

(Dimoula et al. 2019).  

   The current study found that while nursing students exhibited negative views 

toward death and caring for the dying, they also had a moderate degree of 

knowledge and self-efficacy about palliative care. The current study's findings 

revealed that nursing students had intermediate knowledge levels, with a mean total 

knowledge score of 13.16. In comparison to prior PCQN-based studies of nursing 

students, this score was slightly greater than the mean obtained among nursing 

students in Seoul, Korea. Nurses who were working in general wards and intensive 

care units (9.73) (S. Kim, Lee, and Kim 2020) in China (9.04)(Zhou, Li, and Zhang 

2021a), but higher than the scores obtained from the second, third- and fourth-year 

nursing students in Greece (8.2) (Dimoula et al. 2019), nursing student in Mongolia 
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(7.15) (Gelegjamts et al. 2020), and the second, third, fourth and internship year 

nursing students in Saudi Arabia (5.23) (Aboshaiqah 2020). According to the 

results of the study, the reason for the low marks in the previous studies could be 

due to a lack of palliative care teaching in nursing programs. (Zhou, Li, and Zhang 

2021), (Aboshaiqah 2020), (Dimoula et al. 2019). Furthermore, Nguyen et al. 

(2014) discovered that oncology nurses in Vietnam had insufficient knowledge and 

perceived self-competence in palliative care. The data above emphasize the 

importance of increasing not just nursing students' or nurses' knowledge, but also 

their self-efficacy in performing palliative care in future training (Nguyen, Yates, 

and Osborne 2014). 

   The current study also indicated that most students appeared to have low 

knowledge of the management of pain and symptoms (61.02%), which was the 

lowest correct rate in the PCQN-C in Laos. contradict with the correct score with 

the studies conducted on Wollega zones, Ethiopia nurses (Etafa et al. 2020), in 

Greece nursing student (Dimoula et al. 2019). Students of nursing Possible 

explanations for such low scores include the presence or lack of palliative care 

courses in Diploma nursing programs, as well as their quality. However, most 

students appeared to have a basic understanding of the fundamental principles of 

palliative care and pain management, which is somewhat reassuring. Continuing 

Professional Development may help to consolidate more advanced knowledge on 

pain/symptom management. The current findings contradict (Zhou, Li, and Zhang, 

2021) and (Gelegjamts et al. 2020) studies, which revealed that the category with 

the lowest number of accurate responses was psychological and spiritual care, 
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which had the highest percentage of correct answers in Lao nursing students. This 

inconsistency could be explained as a result of sample differences. 

   For the management of nursing education in Only the nursing certificate program 

It has 4 curriculum structures which are a general knowledge course of 8 credits, a 

basic vocational course of 37 credits, a vocational nursing course of 57 credits, and 

elective courses of 4 credits, totaling 106 credits. The duration of study is 3 years. 

There is no course or subject related to palliative care or terminal care, however, 

only be briefly taught nursing cares for adults and the elderly for chronic and 

critical diseases that relate to the end-of-life care 2(2-0-0) credits and elderly 

nursing practical 2(2-0-8) credits in the intensive care unit. It could be due to the 

palliative care education is insufficient and less content is related to the pain and 

symptom management aspects in the educational programs (Ministry of Public 

Health, Lao People’s Democratic Republic 2013).  

   Furthermore, the present study discovered that question 13 on the PCQN-L, "The 

use of placebos is appropriate in the treatment of some types of pain," received the 

fewest right answer. When compared to previous research that used the PCQN, the 

studies on nursing students in China (Jiang et al. 2019), and in Spain register nurses 

(Martínez-Sabater, Chover-Sierra, and Chover-Sierra 2021) demonstrated 

opposing reactions. Nonetheless, research involving nurses from two tertiary 

university hospitals in South Korea (S. Kim and Hwang 2014) yielded comparable 

results to the current study. The current study's students' inaccurate responses to 

question 13 could be attributed to the some pain relievers, such as morphine, have 

been refused by the government due to concerns about drugs being sold to addicts, 
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and as a result, nurses and doctors lack experience in seeing patients in terminal 

care (“Cancer Treatment in Laos” 2017).  Nurses having only an undergraduate 

degree scored lower on knowledge of palliative care than nurses with a graduate 

school degree. This is due to the inadequate of a consistent curriculum on palliative 

care in formal undergraduate programs, despite the fact that it is part of the 

curriculum in graduate programs  consistency with (S. Kim and Hwang 2014), 

(Zhou, Li, and Zhang 2021a), (Dimoula et al. 2019).  

   Regarding attitudes toward death, in the present study, most nursing students fear 

death. However, this result disagreed with the previous studies found that most of 

nursing students Approach acceptance of death in Amman, Jordan, (Zahran et al. 

2022), health care providers in China (Shi et al. 2019) and nursing student in China 

(Zhou, Li, and Zhang 2021) believe that Death was regarded as a natural aspect of 

existence by all. This data, however, contradicted a recent study (Shi et al. 2019), 

which found that the majority of Chinese nurses and nursing students had poor 

scores on Escape acceptance and Approach acceptance (Zhou, Li, and Zhang 2021). 

The main differences between the current study and (Shi et al. 2019)'s study are 

that the significant number of the health care providers in (Shi et al. 2019)'s sample 

had experienced the death of a relative, and 87.1 percent of the health care 

providers who had experienced end-of-life education had previously taken a course 

on death and dying. In New York (Lange, Thom, and Kline 2008) Nursing 

experience and age were the characteristics most likely to predict nurses' attitudes 

toward death and caring for dying patients, despite the fact that there are certain 

factors influencing attitudes toward death. 
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   The majority of students in the current study exhibited a negative attitude about 

caring for the dying, with an overall FATCOD-B mean score of 91.87. In 

comparison to earlier research assessing nursing students' views using the 

FATCOD or the FATCOD Form B, this score is slightly lower than that of 

Jordanian nursing students (FATCOD-B = 98.1) (Zahran et al. 2022), three 

difference country in European,  Italian students ( FATCOD-B= 101.8 ), in 

Spanish students (FATCOD-B= 95.1), British students (FATCOD-B = 95.3)(Ferri 

et al. 2021), and nursing students in the Kerala(India) (FATCOD-B= 95.81)(Paul, 

Renu, and Thampi 2019) However, This score, is significantly lower than that 

obtained in research conducted with nursing students in their first to third years in 

Switzerland. (FATCOD-B= 117.7)(Laporte et al. 2020)and second years Italian’s 

medical student (FATCOD-B= 112.8)(Leombruni et al. 2012). Participants' 

attitudes on caring for dying patients are influenced by their education, religious 

beliefs, and cultural surroundings (Iranmanesh, Dargahi, and Abbaszadeh 2008), 

(Wang et al. 2018). This reasoning is congruent with the findings of a study 

conducted in the United States, which revealed a substantial association between 

students' ethnicity and their attitudes toward death and dying (Dunn, Otten, and 

Stephens 2005). Furthermore, the current study found that students had a negative 

attitude about direct care of dying patients. Since care for dying patients causes 

emotional stress and anxiety, future training courses may need to include how to 

prepare students cognitively to deal with the obstacles of the dying process.  

   There were no significant connections discovered in this study between 

knowledge and death attitudes, attitudes toward caring for the dying, and self-
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efficacy. Consistently, Zhou, Li et al (2021) found no significant differences 

between knowledge with the PCQN, the DAP-R-C, and the FATCOD among 

undergraduate nursing students in China at the end of their third year of study. 

However, Dimoula et al. (2019) differently conducted a study among 

undergraduate nursing students in Greece using the PCQN and the FATCOD and 

discovered a low positive relationship between knowledge and attitudes about care 

for the dying. This disparity could be attributed to inequalities in palliative care 

education. Nursing students in Laos and China did not get mandatory palliative 

care education, and just a few topics related to end-of-life care were taught; 

whereas, students in Dimoula et al (2019)'s study got official palliative care 

education.  

   Furthermore, this differential may be due to cultural differences from western, 

as talking about death is forbidden in Chinese , and Lao culture which because it 

is regarded as disrespectful, brings bad luck, or causes despair and students may 

feel more stressed and unwilling to care for dying patients.  

   In current study discovered a considerably weak negative association between 

escape acceptance and the Frommelt Attitude Toward Care of the Dying Scale 

(FATCOD-L). Consistent with the findings of (Shi et al. 2019), a study of 

community health care practitioners in China. This suggests that students who 

escape accepting death tended to have negative attitudes toward caring for the 

dying (Braun, Gordon, and Uziely 2009). More crucially, escape acceptability and 

self-efficacy were only weakly positive, which was consistent with recent research 

on Chinese undergraduate nursing students. However, the correlation between fear 
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of death and the Frommelt Attitude Toward Care of the Dying Scale (FATCOD-

L) was shown to be moderately positive in a diploma program in Laos, which 

differed from a recent study on Chinese undergraduate nursing students (Zhou, Li, 

and Zhang 2021) was weak negative correlation result. The results of this study on 

the cultural, religious, and experiential diversity of palliative care suggest that 

palliative care education should adapt to the cultural background. Currently, 

insufficient clinical experience in palliative care is offered in Lao diploma 

education. Palliative care courses may be designed in the future to improve the 

knowledge and skills of students providing palliative care in Laos. Nursing 

educators must therefore not only develop appropriate educational content but also 

apply a variety of teaching methodologies to facilitate active and experiential 

clinical learning in palliative care. Because Laos lacked public hospice care and 

these issues necessitated long-term medical treatment in terminal care, registered 

nurses only had experience in an intensive care unit, so providing palliative care 

courses or training was necessary to improve knowledge and attitudes toward end-

of-life care with the professional nurse in the intensive care unit in Laos. This 

author intends to conduct further research by increasing the number of subjects for 

study in the future. 
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4.1 Strength 

   First and foremost, this dissertation is the first research on palliative care 

knowledge, attitude, and efficacy among Laotian nursing students that have never 

been published before the thesis Laos students. Researchers used a nursing school-

based cross-sectional strategy to explore nursing students' knowledge, attitude, and 

self-efficacy in palliative care, as well as other variables that impact their desire to 

receive palliative care. 

   Because the research data was collected non-face-to-face, the subjects were 

students in areas where Internet access was available. The author involved 

significant cohorts from six academic institutions, which contributed to a large 

survey sample the total number of nursing students in nursing schools, which 

account for 75% of nursing schools in Laos, the total number of nursing students 

150 in each school, and data were collected by region. Although the total number 

of students in the third year of each nursing school was 50, the researchers only 

targeted 44 to 45 students to collect data with obvious variation in certain 

categories of student characteristics due to a satisfactory response rate. 

Furthermore, we employed well-developed and validated questionnaires, which 

we translated into Lao in accordance with current standards. This method assured 

the internal validity of our investigation and improved the comparability of our 

findings with previous evidence. 

   As a result, we believe that the findings of this study are informative and 

meaningful for the development of nursing education because they will provide 
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comprehensive information and understanding of the knowledge, attitude, self-

efficacy, and other associated factors of palliative care to nursing students in Laos, 

which can be used to craft policies and projects for the development of a more 

significant for nurses or nursing students. In the near future, it may be considered 

developing a plan to standardize palliative care programs. 

4.2 Limitations 

(1) Even though this study was done on nursing students in their third year of a 

higher diploma program, the findings may not be generalizable to all nursing 

students in Laos. 

(2) To prevent student cooperation during questionnaire completion in the 

classroom, the researcher and lecturer invigilated all participating students. 

We cannot, however, rule out the likelihood that, to some level (minimum), 

student collaboration occurred, impacting our findings. 

(3) Because this was a cross-sectional survey, the links between these factors 

could not be causal relationships. 

(4) This study evaluated students' knowledge attitudes and self-efficacy rather 

than their actual competence or skills in practice. 

(5) Due to COVID-19, we were unable to conduct face-to-face interviews with 

nursing students due to paper questions. It cannot be excluded that there may 

be some effect on the results. 
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5. Conclusion  

   The students of Lao Nursing School did not receive compulsory education in 

palliative care, and only a few subjects related to palliative care for chronic and 

serious diseases were taught. Palliative care was quite well-understood by nursing 

students. However, according to the cut-off criteria of less than 50%, more than 

half of those surveyed have a negative attitude regarding caring for dying patients. 

The study's findings emphasize the significance of developing nursing palliative 

care services in Laos. Limitations in nursing students' practice linked to delivering 

prescription opiate medicines to a cancer patient to treat pain may be contributing 

to the factor that makes the correct answer management of pain and symptoms 

score was low in this study. Major hurdles to providing palliative care to nursing 

students include a lack of research data to assist practitioners, a lack of staff 

training in palliative care and nursing students, and restrictive specialty palliative 

care service programs. Quality palliative care services, on the other hand, 

necessitate the education and training of health professionals in this field. 

Palliative care should be included in all nursing school curricula and continuing 

nursing education program offers. In the other word, palliative care is crucial. The 

author suggests applying the results of this study to improve and develop their 

education field, we intend to teach nursing students who will work directly in the 

area of nursing how to perform the delicate and difficult process of end-of-life 

care at nursing schools, which will serve as the basis for future palliative care in 

Laos. 
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APPENDIX 

 

I. Questionnaires 

1. Inform consent to participate in research 

2. Certificate of consent 

3. Research questionnaires (English) 

4. Research questionnaire (Lao) 

5. International Review Board Permit 

6. permission to use the questionnaire from the original author 
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 Information documents include informed consent 

For volunteers more than 18 years old 

  

The inform consent consists of two parts: 

Part 1 is an inform document for research project volunteers 

Part 2 is the consent document to participate in the research 

  

Part 1 

Information sheet for research project volunteers 

 

Name of research project:  Nursing student’s knowledge, self-efficacy of 

palliative care and attitude toward end-of-life 

nursing in Laos. 

Researcher Team:    Mr. NAOVALAD Khamsone   

Institution:      Master of Public Health (Oncology Nursing) 

National Cancer Center, Graduate School of 

Cancer Science and Policy 

   Researcher invited you to participate in this research project because you are a 

diploma of high Nursing program in Lao PDR. This research project selected a 

total of 269 participants from nursing students’ diploma of high Nursing program 

at the end of years 3, amount of participant was from Xieng Khouang Province 45 

people, Collage of Health Sciences Champasak is 45 people, Khammouane Public 

Health school 45 people, School of Nurse Vientane Provivce 44 people, collage 

of Health Sciences Luangprabang 45 people and Oudomxai Public Health school 

45 people.  
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   Before you decide to join this research project, please read this research paper 

carefully to understand the things that participant will be involved in the research 

project. If you have some questions don’t hesitate to discuss with expertise that 

you know or ask researcher until understand.  

   Researchers find that the decision to participate in this study depends on your 

willingness to do, so. participant can refuse to participate in this research program 

and can withdraw without giving a reason. 

What is this research project about? 

 This research project is a descriptive correlative study. 

How you will act or be treated. 

   The study took about 120 minutes to complete the survey and paused for about 

10 minutes during the survey, including 120 minutes. 

   Please sign the consent form as proof, then you will complete the questionnaire, 

which is divided into five sections: Part 1: Nursing Student Personal Information 

Questionnaire, Part 2: the palliative care Quiz for nursing, Part 3: the Death attitude 

profile-revised, Part 4 palliative care self-efficacy scale Researchers will be asked 

to answer Part 1, part 2 and Part 3 before it takes about 40 minutes to complete 

Part 4 and 5, respectively. 

How long will you be on the research project? 

   Since you signed up to participate in the research project until the end of about 

120 minutes. 
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   You may be exposed to the risks or inconveniences of participating in a 

research project and the researcher has a way of minimizing or avoiding such 

risks. 

   Participant will have to answer a questionnaire, which includes a total of 100 

questions, which may waste your personal time and frustration while answering 

the questionnaire. Researchers will have a way to reduce this rush by allowing you 

to pause for 10 minutes after answering the questionnaire. Part 1, part 2 and Part 3 

actually answer the questionnaire Part 4 and Part 5 You can refuse or cancel your 

participation in the research project during the survey.  

How will you benefit from participating in this research program? 

   The results of this study will provide basic information on how to improve the 

teaching-learning process in accordance with the learning model of nursing 

students. The expect outcome can promote nursing students develop knowledge to 

taking care chronic disease and palliative care and the end of life for patients and 

their families. 

   Participation in the research depends on your ability to do it. so, have the right 

to refuse to participate in the research program by telling the researcher or 

withdrawing from the research program without any effect or loss of benefits to 

you. 
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Keeping information confidential. 

   Personal information, including personal identity and information studies will be 

collected in paper or electronic, or both formats the information to be kept secret 

only while researchers can access your data to however while the research 

authority to reserve the data and easy to access your personal data to verify 

information and process research you are entitled by law to obtain personal 

information of you if you want to use this right, please notify the researcher and 

the benefits arising from the study according to the regulations of the  National 

Cancer Center School of cancer science and policy. 

   The data is divided into two parts: this data obtain from research and personal 

information that identifies you as the number of linked code from the study will 

specify the data will be stored at the National Cancer graduate School of Cancer 

Science and Policy and was destroyed after analysis of the results of the research 

have been published in journal and 01 years kept during that time may be needed 

to confirm accurate data after the study or analysis even to stand maintaining 

accurate educational research. 

How your information will be used and shared with whom. 

   The information obtained from the study will be used to summarize and report 

the academic report without reference to your name or anything else that identifies 

you. However, some journal will be had regulate personal information add to 

public data base for other researcher easy to excess. Researcher inform all of 

participants should confidential that your personal information will not identify or 

connect to volunteers. 
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You will receive costs or compensation for participating in the research 

program. 

   There is no cost or compensation for participating in this research project, but 

there will be a penny gift for 5,000 kip. In return for sacrificing time to answer the 

questionnaire, if you have any questions about this study, who can I contact? 

People you can contact for more information about the study. 

1. Mr. NAOVALAD Khamsone  

Faculty of Nursing, University of Health sciences 

Tel: +85620 59897475 

+8210-4463-5989 (Korea) 

E-mail: Khamsonesone2@gmail.com 

(24 hours a day) 

2. PROFESSOR: SENA LEE    

Assistant Professor cancer center. Graduate 

school of cancer science and policy. 

E-mail: snlee0625@ncc.re.kr 

Tel: +82 010-3404-9806 

(Contact during office hours) 

   If you have any questions about your rights before or during your participation 

in the research program, you can contact the National Cancer Center Ethics 

Committee, Graduate School of Cancer Science and Policy (South Korea). 

The interest of researcher     [   ] Yes        [ √ ] None   
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Part 2 

Letter of consent to participate in the research project 

 
   I ...............................................................Decided to participate in a research 

project on topic Nursing student’s knowledge, self-efficacy of palliative care and 

attitude toward end-of-life nursing in Laos. 

   I have received information and explanations about this research project, I have 

had the opportunity to ask questions and get satisfactory answers, I have had 

enough time to read and understand the information in the data sheet for the 

participants in the research study thoroughly and have had enough time to make 

decisions when participating in this research project. 

   I acknowledge that I can refuse to participate in the program freely while 

participating in my research program, and may withdraw my consent at any time. 

   I acknowledge that the researcher will keep the information specific to me 

confidential and will disclose it only in the form of a summary of the findings, and 

that the researcher will act in a way that does not endanger my body or mind 

throughout this research. 

   By signing up, I did not waive any of my legal rights, and after signing up, I 

received a copy of the Notification and Consent Form. 

 

  

Research Participant Signature .......................Date-Month-Year ..........    

     Full name (..............................................) 

  

  

Signature of the researcher ................................Date-Month-Year…….  

Full name (................................................)   
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Part 2: the Palliative Care Quiz for Nursing 20 items. 
No Content T F D/K 

1 Palliative care is only appropriate in situations where 

there is evidence of a downhill trajectory or 

deterioration. 

   

2 Morphine is the standard used to compare the 

analgesic effect of other opioids. 

   

3 The extent of the disease determines the method of 

pain treatment 

   

4 Adjuvant therapies are important in managing pain    

5 It is crucial for family members to remain at the 

bedside until death occurs. 

   

6 During the last days of life, the drowsiness associated 

with electrolyte imbalance may decrease the need for 

sedation. 

   

7 Drug addiction is a major problem when morphine is 

used on a long-term basis for the management of pain. 

   

8 Individuals who are taking opioids should also follow 

a bowel regime. 

   

9 The provision of palliative care requires emotional 

detachment. 

   

10 During the terminal stages of an illness, drugs that can 

cause respiratory depression are appropriate for the 

treatment of severe dyspnea. 

   

11 Men generally reconcile their grief more quickly than 

women. 

   

12 The philosophy of palliative care is compatible with 

that of aggressive treatment. 

   

13 The use of placebos is appropriate in the treatment of 

some types of pain. 

   

14 In high doses, codeine causes more nausea and 

vomiting than morphine. 

   

15 Suffering and physical pain are synonymous.    

16 Demerol is not an effective analgesic in the control of 

chronic pain. 

   

17 The accumulation of losses renders burnout inevitable 

for those who seek work in palliative care. 

   

18 Manifestations of chronic pain are different from 

those of acute pain. 

   

19 The loss of a distant or contentious relationship is 

easier to resolve than the loss of one that is close or 

intimate. 

   

20 The Pain threshold is lowered by anxiety or fatigue.    

Note: indicates correct response to item T= true, F= False, DK= don’t know 
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Part 3: The Death Attitude Profile-Revised. 
Pleases read information in a questionnaire related to The Death Attitude Profile-

Revised 

 (1) strongly disagree =SD 

 (2) disagree =D 

 (3) moderately disagree = MD 

 (4) Undecided = U 

 (5) moderately agree = MA 

 (6) Agree = A 

 (7) strongly agree = SA 

   

No content Level of opinion 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 Death is no doubt a grim experience        

2 The prospects of my own death arouse anxiety in 

me. 

       

3 I avoid death thoughts at all costs        

4 I believe that I will be in heaven after I die.        

5 Death will bring an end to all my troubles.        

6 Death should be viewed as a natural, undeniable, 

and unavoidable event 

       

7 I am disturbed by the finality of death.        

8 Death is an entrance to a place of ultimate 

satisfaction. 

       

9 Death provides an escape from this terrible world.        

10 Whenever the thought of death enters my mind, I 

try to push it away 

       

11 Death is deliverance from pain and suffering.        

12 I always try not to think about death.        

13 I believe that heaven will be a much better place 

than this world 

       

14 Death is a natural aspect of life        

15 Death is a union with God and eternal bliss        

16 Death brings a promise of a new and glorious life        

17 I would neither fear death nor welcome it        

18 I have an intense fear of death        

19 I avoid thinking about death altogether        

20 The subject of life after death troubles me greatly.        

21 The fact that death will mean the end of everything 

as I know it frightens me. 

       

22 I look forward to a reunion with my loved ones after 

I die 

       

23 I view death as a relief from earthly suffering.        

24 Death is simply a part of the process of life.        
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25 I see death as a passage to an eternal and blessed 

place 

       

26 I try to have nothing to do with the subject of death.        

27 Death offers a wonderful release of the soul        

28 One thing that gives me comfort in facing death is 

my belief in the afterlife 

       

29 I see death as a relief from the burden of this life.        

30 Death is neither good nor bad.        

31 I look forward to life after death        

32 The uncertainty of not knowing what happens after 

death worries me. 

       

 

Scoring Key for the Death Attitude Profile-Revised 

Dimension Items 

Fear of Death (7 items)   1,2,7,18,20,21,32 

Death Avoidance (5 items)   3,10,12,19,26 

Neutral Acceptance (5 items)  6,14,17,24,30 

Approach Acceptance (10 items)  4,8,13,15,16,22,25,27,28,31 

Escape Acceptance (5 items)   5,9,11,23,29. 

Part 4: The Palliative Care Self-Efficacy Scale. 
Explain for more information: Participants were asked to rate their perceived self-

efficacy (capability) to successfully perform each palliative care task using a four-

point gradation scale. 

(1) need further basic instruction. 

(2) confident to perform with close supervision/coaching. 

(3) confident to perform with minimal consultation.  

(4) confident to perform independently. 

 

 

No 

 

contents 

Level of 

opinion 

1 2 3 4 

1 Answering patients questions about the dying process     

2 Supporting the patient or family member when they become 

upset 

    

3 Informing people of the support services available     

4 Discussing different environmental options  

(e.g. hospital, home, family) 

    

5 Discussing patient’s wishes for after their death     

6 Answering queries about the effects of certain medications     

7 Reacting to reports of pain from the patient     

8 Reacting to and coping with terminal delirium     

9 Reacting to and coping with terminal dyspnea 

(breathlessness) 

    

10 Reacting to and coping with nausea/vomiting     
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11 Reacting to and coping with reports of constipation     

12 Reacting to and coping with limited patient decision-making 

capacity 

    

 

Part 5: The Frommel Attitude Toward Care of Dying Patients Scale 30 

items. 
 

Explain for more information 

  (1) mean strongly disagree =SD 

  (2) mean disagree = D 

  (3) mean undecided = U 

  (4) mean Agree = A 

(5) mean strongly agree = SA 

 

 

No 

 

contents 

Level of 

opinion 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 Giving care to the dying person is a worthwhile 

experience. 

     

2 Death is not the worst thing that can happen to a person.      

3 I would be uncomfortable talking about impending 

death with the dying person 

     

4 Caring for the patient’s family should continue 

throughout the period of grief and bereavement 

     

5 I would not want to care for a dying person.      

6 The non-family caregivers should not be the one to talk 

about death with the dying person 

     

7 The length of time required to give care to a dying 

person would frustrate me. 

     

8 I would be upset when the dying person I was caring for 

gave up hope of getting better. 

     

9 It is difficult to form a close relationship with the dying 

person. 

     

10 There are times when death is welcomed by the dying 

person 

     

11 When a patient asks, “Am I dying?” I think it is best to 

change the subject to something cheerful 

     

12 The family should be involved in the physical care of 

the dying person 

     

13 I would hope the person I’m caring for dies when  

I am not present. 

     

14 I am afraid to become friends with a dying person.      

15 I would feel like running away when the person actually 

died 

     

16 Families need emotional support to accept the behavior      
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changes of the dying person 

17 As a patient nears death, the non-family caregiver 

should withdraw from his or her involvement with the 

patient 

     

18 Families should be concerned about helping their dying 

member make the best of his or her remaining life 

     

19 The dying person should not be allowed to make 

decisions about his or her physical care. 

     

20 Families should maintain as normal an environment as 

possible for their dying member. 

     

21 It is beneficial for the dying person to verbalize his or 

her feelings 

     

22 Care should extend to the family of the dying person      

23 Caregivers should permit dying persons to have flexible 

visiting schedules 

     

24 The dying person and his or her family should be the in-

charge decision makers 

     

25 Addiction to pain relieving medication should not be a 

concern when dealing with a dying person. 

     

26 I would be uncomfortable if I entered the room of a 

terminally ill person and found him or her crying. 

     

27 Dying persons should be given honest answers about 

their condition. 

     

28 Educating families about death and dying is not a non-

family caregiver’s responsibility 

     

29 Family members who stay close to a dying person often 

interfere with the professional’s job with the patient 

     

30 It is possible for non-family caregivers to help patients 

prepare for death. 
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ເລກທ:ີ……....... 

ແບບສອບຖາມ 
ຄວາມຮ ູ້, ທດັສະນະຄະຕ ິແລະປະສດິທພິາບຂອງຕນົເອງຕ ໍ່ ກບັການດ ແລແບບປະຄບັປະຄອງ ແລະ 
ໄລຍະສຸດທູ້າຍຂອງຊວີດິຂອງບນັດານກັສກຶສາຫ ກັສ ດຊັ ູ້ນສ ງພະຍາບານໃນສາທາລະນະລດັ
ປະຊາທປິະໄຕປະຊາຊນົ. 

I. ແບບສອບຖາມທີໍ່ ໃຊ ູ້ໃນການສກຶສານີ ູ້ລວມມ ີ05 ພາກສໍ່ ວນປະກອບດ ູ້ວຍ: 
(a) ສໍ່ ວນທ ີ1: ແບບສອບຖາມປະຊາກອນ. 
(b) ສໍ່ ວນທ ີ2: ແບບສອບຖາມການດ ແລແບບປະຄບັປະຄອງສ າລບັພະຍາບານ 20  
  ລາຍການ. 

 (c) ສໍ່ ວນທ ີ3: ຂ ູ້ມ ນທດັສະນະຄະຕກິານຕາຍສະບບັປັບປຸງ 32 ລາຍການ 
 (d) ສໍ່ ວນທ ີ4: ການປະເມນີປະສດິທພິາບຂອງຕນົເອງຕ ໍ່ ການດ ແລແບບປະຄບັປະຄອງ  
  12 ລາຍການ. 
(e) ສໍ່ ວນທ ີ5: ການວດັແທກທດັສະນະຄະຕຂິອງ Frommel ຕ ໍ່ ການດ ແລຄນົເຈບັທີໍ່    

 ເສຍຊວີດິ 30 ລາຍການ. 
ສໍ່ ວນທ ີ1 : ຂ ູ້ມ ນສໍ່ ວນຕວົ: 
ຂ ູ້ມ ນທົໍ່ ວໄປ: ກະລຸນາຕ ໍ່ ມໃສໍ່ ບໍ່ ອນເປົໍ່ າຫວໍ່ າງ ແລະໃຊ ູ້ເຄ ໍ່ ອງໝາຍ ✓ ໃສໍ່ ໃນ □ ດູ້ວຍຄ າຕອບທີໍ່
ຖ ກຕ ູ້ອງ. 

1. ເພດ:   □ ຊາຍ        □ ຍງິ 
2. ອາຍຸ:   □ 19-20 ປີ       □ 21-30 ປີ       □ 31-40 ປີ   □ 41-50 ປີ     
3. ປະສບົການຝຶກຫດັ:        □ 1-2 ປີ      □ 3-4 ປີ      □ 5-10 ປີ 
4. ປີການສກຶສາ:          □ ປີ 01      □ ປີ 02     □ ປີ 03 
5. ສາສະໜາ:     □ ພຸດ   □ ຄຣສິ          □ ຜ ີ     □  ອ ໍ່ ນໆ...... 
6. ສນັຊາດ:      □ ລາວ  □ ອ ໍ່ ນໆ ............   
7. ສະຖານະພາບ:   □ ໂສດ  □ ແຕໍ່ ງງານ      □ ຢໍ່ າຮ ູ້າງ     □ ຄນົອ ໍ່ ນ ..... 
8. ສະຖາບນັການສກຶສາ :  

   □ ໂຮງຮຽນພະຍາບານແຂວງຄ າມໍ່ ວນ 
   □ ໂຮງຮຽນພະຍາບານແຂວງອຸດມົໄຊ 
   □ ໂຮງຮຽນພະຍາບານແຂວງຊຽງຂວາງ 
   □ ໂຮງຮຽນພະຍາບານແຂວງວຽງຈນັ 
   □ ວທິະຍາໄລວທິະນາສາດສຸຂະພາບ ແຂວງຈ າປາສກັ 
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   □ ວທິະຍາໄລວທິະນາສາດສຸຂະພາບ ແຂວງຫ ວງພະບາງ 
ສໍ່ ວນທ2ີ: ແບບສອບຖາມການດ ແລແບບປະຄບັປະຄອງສ າລບັພະຍາບານ 20 ລາຍການ. 
ໝາຍເຫດ: ສະແດງເຖງິການຕອບຖ ກຕ ໍ່ ຄ າຖາມ  

1. T = True = ຖກຶຕ ູ້ອງ   
2. F = False = ຜດິ    
3. DK = Don’t know = ບ ໍ່ ຮ ູ້  

ລ/ດ ເນ ູ້ອໃນ ຖກຶ ຜດິ ບ ໍ່ ູ້ຮ ູ້ 
1 ການດ ແລແບບປະຄບັປະຄອງແມໍ່ ນເໝາະສມົສະເພາະໃນສະຖານະ

ການທີໍ່ ມກີານສະແດງຂອງຮໍ່ າງກາຍຫ ຸດລງົ ຫ   ການເສ ໍ່ ອມລງົ. 

   

2 ຢາຝິໍ່ ນ (Morphine) ແມໍ່ ນມາດຕະຖານທີໍ່ ໃຊ ູ້ເພ ໍ່ ອປຽບທຽບກບັ
ປະສດິທຜິນົແກ ູ້ປວດຂອງຢາສະນດິອ ໍ່ ນໆ. 

   

3 ຂອບເຂດ ຫ   ຂັ ູ້ນຂອງພະຍາດກ ານດົວທິກີານປິໍ່ ນປົວຂອງອາ ການ
ເຈບັປວດ 

   

4 ການປິໍ່ ນປົວແບບປະຄບັປະຄອງແມໍ່ ນມຄີວາມສ າຄນັໃນການຈດັ 
ການກບັຄວາມເຈບັປວດ 

   

5 ເປັນສິໍ່ ງສ າຄນັຫ າຍສ າລບັສະມາຊກິໃນຄອບຄວົທີໍ່ ຈະຕ ູ້ອງຢ ໍ່ ໃກ ູ້ຊດິ
ຂ ູ້າງຕຽງຄນົເຈບັຈນົກວໍ່ າຈະເສຍຊວີດິ. 

   

6 ໃນລະຫວໍ່ າງວນັສຸດທ ູ້າຍຂອງຊວີດິ, ອາການງ ູ້ວງນອນທີໍ່ ກໍ່ ຽວ ຂູ້ອງ
ກບັຄວາມບ ໍ່ ສມົດຸນຂອງເກ ອແຮໍ່ ໃນຮໍ່ າງກາຍ (electrolyte) ອາດ
ຫ ຸດຄວາມຈ າເປັນໃນການລະງບັປະສາດ. 

   

7 ການຕດິຢາເປັນບນັຫາສ າຄນັເມ ໍ່ ອໃຊ ູ້ຢາ morphine ໃນໄລຍະ
ຍາວເພ ໍ່ ອຫ ຸດຜໍ່ ອນຄວາມເຈບັປວດ. 

   

8 ບຸກຄນົຜ ູ້ທີໍ່ ກນິຢາແກ ູ້ປວດ (opioids) ຄວນປະຕບິດັຕາມລະບບົ
ການເຮດັວຽກຂອງລ າໄສ ູ້. 

   

9 ການດ ແລແບບປະຄບັປະຄອງຕ ູ້ອງອາໃສໍ່ ຄວາມໜັ ູ້ນຄງົທາງອາລມົ. 
   

10 ໃນໄລຍະຂັ ູ້ນສຸດທ ູ້າຍຂອງຄວາມເຈບັປໍ່ ວຍ, ຢາທີໍ່ ສາມາດຊໍ່ ວຍຫ ຸດ
ອດັຕາການຫາຍໃຈແມໍ່ ນມຄີວາມເໝາະສມົສ າຫ ບັການຮກັ ສາອາ 
ການຫາຍໃຈລ າບາກຢໍ່ າງຮຸນແຮງ. 

   

11 ໂດຍທົໍ່ ວໄປແລູ້ວເພດຊາຍແກ ູ້ໄຂຄວາມໂສກເສົ ູ້າຂອງເຂາົເຈົ ູ້າໄດ ູ້ໄວ
ກວໍ່ າເພດຍງິ. 

   

12 ທດິສະດປັີດຊະຍາຂອງການດ ແລແບບປະຄບັປະຄອງແມໍ່ ນສາ ມາດ
ເຂົ ູ້າກນັໄດ ູ້ກບັການປິໍ່ ນປົວແບບຖ ກບຸກລຸກທາງດ ູ້ານຮໍ່ າງ ກາຍ. 
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13 ການໃຊ ູ້ຢາປອມແມໍ່ ນເໝາະສມົໃນການປິໍ່ ນປົວອາການເຈບັປວດ
ບາງປະເພດ. 

   

14 ໃນປະລມິານທີໍ່ ສ ງຂອງໂຄເດອນິ (codeine) ເຮດັໃຫ ູ້ເກດີອາການ
ປຸູ້ນທ ູ້ອງປວດຮາກ ແລະ ຮາກຫ າຍກວໍ່ າຢາ (morphine). 

   

15 ຄວາມທຸກທ ລະມານ ແລະ ຄວາມເຈບັປວດທາງດ ູ້ານຮໍ່ າງກາຍແມໍ່ ນ
ມຄີວາມໝາຍຄ ກນັ. 

   

16 ຢາ Demerol ບ ໍ່ ແມໍ່ ນຢາແກ ູ້ປວດທີໍ່ ມປີະສດິທພິາບໃນການຄວບ
ຄຸມອາການເຈບັປວດແບບຊ າເຮ ູ້ອ. 

   

17 ການສະສມົຄວາມສ ນເສຍເຮດັໃຫ ູ້ມຄີວາມເບ ໍ່ ອໜໍ່ າຍທີໍ່ ຫ ກີລໍ່ ຽງບ ໍ່
ໄດ ູ້ສ າລບັຜ ູ້ທີໍ່ ຊອກຫາວຽກເຮດັໃນການດ ແລແບບປະຄບັປະ ຄອງ. 

   

18 ການສະແດງອາການເຈບັປວດຊ າເຮ ູ້ອແມໍ່ ນແຕກຕໍ່ າງຈາກອາ ການ
ເຈບັປວດກະທນັຫນັ. 

   

19 ການສ ນເສຍຄວາມສ າ ພນັທີໍ່ ຫໍ່ າງໄກ ຫ   ຄວາມຂດັແຍ ູ້ງນັ ູ້ນແກ ູ້ໄຂ
ໄດ ູ້ງໍ່ າຍກວໍ່ າການສ ນເສຍຄວາມສ າພນັທີໍ່ ໃກ ູ້ຊດິ ຫ   ສະໜດິສະໜມົ. 

   

20 ຄວາມເຈບັປວດຈະຫ ຸດລງົດ ູ້ວຍຄວາມວຕິກົກງັວນົ ຫ   ຄວາມອດິ
ເມ ອຍ. 

   

 

ສໍ່ ວນທ ີ3 : ການປັບປຸງທດັສະນະຄະຕຕິ ໍ່ ຮ ບແບບຄວາມຕາຍ 
ກະລຸນາອໍ່ ານຂ ູ້ມ ນຢ ໍ່ ໃນແບບສອບຖາມທີໍ່ ກໍ່ ຽວຂ ູ້ອງກບັໂປຣໄຟລ Death ທດັສະນະຄະຕກິານ
ຕາຍ-ທບົທວນຄ ນ 

(1) ໝາຍຄວາມວໍ່ າ ບ ໍ່ ເຫນັດຫີ າຍທີໍ່ ສຸດ.  
(2) ຫມາຍຄວາມວໍ່ າ ບ ໍ່ ເຫນັດ.ີ  
(3) ໝາຍຄວາມວໍ່ າ ບ ໍ່ ແນໍ່ ໃຈ. 

  (4) ໝາຍຄວາມວໍ່ າ ເຫນັດ.ີ  
  (5) ໝາຍຄວາມວໍ່ າ ເຫນັດຫີ າຍທີໍ່ ສຸດ. 
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ລ/ດ 

 
ເນ ູ້ອໃນ 

ລະດບັຄວາມ
ຄດິເຫນັ 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 ແນໍ່ ນອນວໍ່ າຄວາມຕາຍເປັນປະສບົການອນັຮ ູ້າຍແຮງທີໍ່ ໜ ູ້າຢູ້ານກວົ 

     

2 ຄວາມຫວງັຂອງການຕາຍຂອງຂ ູ້ອຍເອງເຮດັໃຫ ູ້ເກດີຄວາມກງັວນົຢ ໍ່
ໃນຕວົຂ ູ້ອຍ. 

          

3 ຂູ້ອຍຫ ກີລໍ່ ຽງຄວາມຄດິກໍ່ ຽວກບັຄວາມຕາຍໃນທຸກວທິທີາງ           
4 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້ໍ່ າເຊ ໍ່ ອວໍ່ າຂ ູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້ໍ່ າຈະຢ ໍ່ ໃນສະຫວນັຫ ງັຈາກທີໍ່ ຂ ູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້ໍ່ າ

ຕາຍ. 
          

5 ຄວາມຕາຍຈະເຮດັໃຫ ູ້ບນັຫາທງັໝດົຂອງຂ ູ້ອຍໝດົໄປ.           
6 ຄວາມຕາຍຄວນຖ ວໍ່ າເປັນເຫດການທ າມະຊາດ, ປະຕເິສດບ ໍ່ ໄດ ູ້ 

ແລະຫ ກີລໍ່ ຽງບ ໍ່ ໄດ ູ້ 
          

7 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າຖ ກລບົກວນໃນໄລຍະສຸດທູ້າຍຂອງຄວາມຕາຍ.           
8 ຄວາມຕາຍເປັນເສັ ູ້ນທາງເຂົ ູ້າສ ໍ່ ສະຖານທີໍ່ ແຫໍ່ ງຄວາມພງຶພ ໃຈສ ງສຸດ.           
9 ຄວາມຕາຍຊໍ່ ວຍໃຫູ້ຫ ກິໜຈີາກໂລກອນັໂຫດຮູ້າຍນີ ູ້.           
10 ເມ ໍ່ ອໃດກ ໍ່ ຕາມທີໍ່ ຄວາມຄດິເລ ໍ່ ອງຄວາມຕາຍເຂົ ູ້າມາໃນຈດິໃຈຂອງ

ຂ ູ້ອຍ, ຂູ້ອຍພະຍາຍາມຍ ູ້ມນັອອກໄປ 
          

11 ຄວາມຕາຍຄ ການປົດປໍ່ ອຍຈາກຄວາມເຈບັປວດ ແລະຄວາມ 
ທຸກທ ລະມານ. 

          

12 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າພະຍາຍາມສະເໝທີີໍ່ ຈະບ ໍ່ ຄດິກໍ່ ຽວກບັຄວາມຕາຍ.           
13 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າເຊ ໍ່ ອວໍ່ າສະຫວນັຈະເປັນບໍ່ ອນທີໍ່ ໜ ູ້າຢ ໍ່ ກວໍ່ າໂລກນີ ູ້           
14 ຄວາມຕາຍເປັນລກັສະນະທ າມະຊາດຂອງຊວີດິ           
15 ການເສຍຊວີດິຄ ການຮໍ່ ວມກບັພຣະພຸດທະເຈົ ູ້າ ແລະຄວາມ ສຸກ

ນລິນັດອນ. 
          

16 ຄວາມຕາຍຈະນ າມາຊຶໍ່ ງຊວີດິໃໝໍ່ ທີໍ່ ຮຸໍ່ ງເຮ ອງ           
17 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າຈະບ ໍ່ ຢູ້ານຄວາມຕາຍ ຫ   ບ ໍ່ ຍນິດຕີ ູ້ອນຮບັມນັ           
18 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າມຄີວາມຢູ້ານກວົຄວາມຕາຍຫ າຍ           
19 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າຫ ກີລໍ່ ຽງຄວາມຄດິກໍ່ ຽວກບັຄວາມຕາຍທງັໝດົ           
20 ເລ ໍ່ ອງຂອງຊວີດິຫ ງັຄວາມຕາຍເຮດັໃຫ ູ້ຂ ູ້ອຍລ າບາກໃຈຫ າຍ.           
21 ຄວາມຈງິທີໍ່ ວໍ່ າຄວາມຕາຍຈະໝາຍເຖງິຈດຸຈບົຂອງທຸກຢໍ່ າງດັໍ່ ງທີໍ່

ຂ ູ້ອຍຮ ູ້ມນັເຮດັໃຫ ູ້ຂ ູ້ອຍຢູ້ານ. 
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22 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າຫວງັວໍ່ າຈະໄດ ູ້ພບົກບັຄນົທີໍ່ ຂ ູ້ອຍຮກັຫ ງັຈາກຂ ູ້ອຍຕາຍ           
23 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າຖ ວໍ່ າຄວາມຕາຍເປັນການບນັເທາົຈາກຄວາມທຸກທ  ລະ

ມານທາງໂລກນີ ູ້. 
          

24 ຄວາມຕາຍເປັນພຽງສໍ່ ວນໜຶໍ່ ງຂອງຂະບວນການຊວີດິ.           
25 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າເຫນັຄວາມຕາຍເປັນທາງຜໍ່ ານໄປສ ໍ່ ສະຖານທີໍ່ ນລິນັ ດອນ 

ແລະ ມຄີວາມສຸກ 
          

26 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າພະຍາຍາມທີໍ່ ຈະບ ໍ່ ກໍ່ ຽວຂ ູ້ອງກບັເລ ໍ່ ອງຂອງຄວາມຕາຍ.           
27 ຄວາມຕາຍເປັນການປໍ່ ອຍຈດິວນິຍານທີໍ່ ໜ ູ້າອດັສະຈນັ           
28 ສິໍ່ ງໜຶໍ່ ງທີໍ່ ເຮດັໃຫ ູ້ຂ ູ້ອຍສະບາຍໃຈໃນການປະເຊນີໜູ້າກບັຄວາມ

ຕາຍແມໍ່ ນຄວາມເຊ ໍ່ ອໃນຊວີດິຫ ງັຄວາມຕາຍ 
          

29 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າເຫນັວໍ່ າຄວາມຕາຍຈະເປັນການຊໍ່ ວຍແກ ູ້ບນັຫາຂອງຊວີດິ
ນີ ູ້. 

          

30 ຄວາມຕາຍບ ແມໍ່ ນທງັສິໍ່ ງທີໍ່ ດ ີແລະ ສິໍ່ ງທີໍ່ ບ ໍ່ ດ ີ           
31 ຂູ້າພະເຈົ ູ້າລ ຖູ້າຊວີດິຫ ງັຈາກຄວາມຕາຍ           
32 ຄວາມບ ໍ່ ແນໍ່ ນອນຂອງການບ ໍ່ ຮ ູ້ວໍ່ າຈະເກດີຫຍງັຂຶ ູ້ນຫ ງັຈາກຄວາມ

ຕາຍຂອງຂ ູ້ອຍ 
          

 

ຄະແນນສ າຫ ບັ ທດັສະນະຄະຕກິານຕາຍ-ທບົທວນລາຍການມຕິ ິ
ການຢູ້ານຄວາມຕາຍ (7 ລາຍການ)    1,2,7,18,20,21,32 
ການຫ ບົຫ ກີຄວາມຕາຍ (5 ລາຍການ)  3,10,12,19,26 
ການຍອມຮບັເປັນກາງ (5 ລາຍການ)   6,14,17,24,30 
ແນວທາງການຍອມຮບັ (10 ລາຍການ)  4,8,13,15,16,22,25,27,28,31 
ຫ ກິໜກີານຍອມຮບັ (5 ລາຍການ)     5,9,11,23,29. 
ສໍ່ ວນທ ີ4: ການປະເມນີປະສດິທພິາບຕນົເອງຂອງການດ ແລແບບປະຄບັປະຄອງ. 
ອະທບິາຍສ າລບັຂ ູ້ມ ນເພີໍ່ ມເຕມີ: ຂ ໃຫ ູ້ຜ ູ້ເຂົ ູ້າຮໍ່ ວມປະເມນີຄວາມສາມາດຂອງຕນົເອງໃນການດ າ
ເນນິການດ ແລແບບປະຄບັປະຄອງແຕໍ່ ລະຄັ ູ້ງໃຫ ູ້ປະສບົຄວາມສ າເລດັໂດຍໃຊູ້ມາດຕາສໍ່ ວນການ
ຄດິໄລໍ່ ວດັລະດບັ 04 ຈດຸ . 
(1) ຕູ້ອງການຄ າແນະນ າພ ູ້ນຖານເພີໍ່ ມເຕມີ. 
(2) ເຊ ໍ່ ອໜັໍ່ ນໃນການປະຕບິດັງານດ ູ້ວຍການດ ແລ/ການຝຶກສອນຢໍ່ າງໃກ ູ້ຊດິ. 
(3) ໜັູ້ນໃຈໃນການດ າເນນີການດ ູ້ວຍການປຶກສາຫາລ ໜູ້ອຍທີໍ່ ສຸດ. 
(4) ເຊ ໍ່ ອໜັ ູ້ນໃນການດ າເນນີການປະຕບິດັຢໍ່ າງເປັນອດິສະຫ ະ. 
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ລ/ດ 
 

ເນ ູ້ອໃນ 
ລະດບັ

ຄວາມຄດິ
ເຫນັ 

1 2 3 4 
1 ການຕອບຄ າຖາມຄນົເຈບັກໍ່ ຽວກບັຂະບວນການຕາຍ         
2 ຊໍ່ ວຍເຫ  ອຄນົເຈບັ ຫ   ສະມາຊກິໃນຄອບຄວົເມ ໍ່ ອຮ ູ້ສກຶບ ໍ່ ສະບາຍໃຈ         
3 ການແຈ ູ້ງໃຫ ູ້ຜ ູ້ຄນົຮ ູ້ກໍ່ ຽວກບັການບ ລກິານຊໍ່ ວຍເຫ  ອທີໍ່ ມຢີ ໍ່          
4 ອະທບິາຍທາງເລ ອກດູ້ານສິໍ່ ງແວດລູ້ອມທີໍ່ ແຕກຕໍ່ າງກນັ(ເຊັໍ່ ນ: ໂຮງໝ , 

ເຮ ອນ, ຄອບຄວົ) 
        

5 ປຶກສາຫາລ ກໍ່ ຽວຄວາມປາດຖະໜາຂອງຄນົເຈບັຫ ງັຄວາມຕາຍ         
6 ຕອບຄ າຖາມກໍ່ ຽວກບັຜນົກະທບົຂອງຢາບາງຊະນດິ         
7 ການຕອບສະໝອງຕ ໍ່ ການລາຍງານຄວາມເຈບັປວດຈາກຄນົເຈບັ         
8 ຕອບສະໜອງ ແລະການຮບັມ ກບັອາການເພີ ູ້ປໍ່ ວງ         
9 ການຕອບສະໜອງ ແລະ ຮບັມ ກບັອາການຫາຍໃຈລ າບາກໄລຍະສຸດ

ທູ້າຍ (ຫາຍໃຈບ ໍ່ ອອກ) 
        

10 ການຕອບສະໜອງ ແລະຮບັມ ກບັອາການປຸູ້ນທ ູ້ອງ, ປວດຮາກ ແລະ 
ຮາກ 

        

11 ການຕອບສະໜອງ ແລະຮບັມ ກບັລາຍງານຂອງອາການທູ້ອງຜ ກ         
12 ການຕອບສະໜອງ ແລະການຮບັມ ກບັຄວາມສາມາດໃນການຕດັສນິ

ໃຈຂອງຄນົເຈບັທີໍ່ ຈ າກດັ. 
        

  
 ສໍ່ ວນທ ີ 5: ການວດັແທກທດັສະນະຄະຕຂິອງ Frommel ຕ ໍ່ ການດ ແລຄນົເຈບັທີໍ່ ເສຍ
ຊວີດິ 30 ລາຍການ. 
ອະທບິາຍສ າລບັຂ ູ້ມ ນເພີໍ່ ມເຕມີ 
  (1) ໝາຍຄວາມວໍ່ າບ ໍ່ ເຫນັດຢີໍ່ າງຍິໍ່ ງ  
  (2) ໝາຍຄວາມວໍ່ າບ ໍ່ ເຫນັດ ີ 
  (3) ໝາຍຄວາມວໍ່ າບ ໍ່ ແນໍ່ ໃຈ  
  (4) ໝາຍຄວາມວໍ່ າເຫນັດ ີ 
  (5) ໝາຍຄວາມວໍ່ າເຫນັດຫີ າຍ  
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ລ/ດ ເນ ູ້ອໃນ ລະດບັຄວາມຄດິ
ເຫນັ 

1 2 3 4 5 
1 ການໃຫູ້ການດ ແລຄນົເຈບັທີໍ່ ໃກ ູ້ຕາຍເປັນປະສບົການທີໍ່ ຄຸ ູ້ມຄໍ່ າ.           
2 ຄວາມຕາຍບ ໍ່ ແມໍ່ ນສິໍ່ ງທີໍ່ ຮ ູ້າຍແຮງທີໍ່ ສຸດທີໍ່ ສາມາດເກດີຂຶ ູ້ນກບັຄນົ

ຜ ູ້ ໜຶໍ່ ງ. 
          

3 ຂູ້ອຍບ ໍ່ ສະບາຍໃຈທີໍ່ ຈະເວົ ູ້າກໍ່ ຽວກບັຄວາມຕາຍທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະເກດີ
ຂ ູ້ນກບັຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະຕາຍ. 

          

4 ການດ ແລຄອບຄວົຂອງຄນົເຈບັຄວນດ າເນນີການຕ ໍ່ ໄປຕະຫ ອດ
ຊໍ່ ວງເວລາຂອງຄວາມໂສກເສົ ູ້າ ແລະການສ ນເສຍ. 

          

5 ຂູ້ອຍບ ໍ່ ຕ ູ້ອງການເບິໍ່ ງແຍງຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະຕາຍ.           
6 ຜ ູ້ດ ແລທີໍ່ ບ ໍ່ ແມໍ່ ນຄອບຄວົບ ໍ່ ຄວນເປັນຜ ູ້ເວົ ູ້າກໍ່ ຽວກບັເລ ໍ່ ອງຄວາມ

ຕາຍກບັຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະເສຍຊວີດິ. 
          

7 ໄລຍະເວລາທີໍ່ ຕ ູ້ອງໃຊ ູ້ໃນການດ ແລຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະຕາຍຈະເຮດັ
ໃຫ ູ້ຂ ູ້ອຍງດຸງດິ. 

          

8 ຂູ້ອຍຈະບ ໍ່ ພ ໃຈເມ ໍ່ ອຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະຕາຍທີໍ່ ຂ ູ້ອຍໄດ ູ້ດ ແລໝດົ
ຄວາມຫວງັທີໍ່ ຈະດຂີ ູ້ນ. 

          

9 ເປັນການຍາກທີໍ່ ຈະສ ູ້າງຄວາມສ າພນັທີີໍ່ ໃກ ູ້ຊດິກບັຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັ
ຈະຕາຍ. 

          

10 ມຫີ າຍຄັ ູ້ງທີໍ່ ຄວາມຕາຍໄດ ູ້ຮບັການຕ ູ້ອນຮບັຈາກຜ ູ້ຕາຍ           
11 ເມ ໍ່ ອຄນົເຈບັຖາມວໍ່ າ, "ຂູ້ອຍກ າລງັຈະຕາຍບ   ໍ່ ?" ຂູ້ອຍຄດິວໍ່ າມນັ

ດທີີໍ່ ສຸດທີໍ່ ຈະປໍ່ ຽນເລ ໍ່ ອງສນົທະນາໃຫ ູ້ເປັນເລ ໍ່ ອງທີໍ່ ເຮດັໃຫ ູ້ເບກິ
ບານມໍ່ ວນຊໍ່ ວນ. 

          

12 ຄອບຄວົຄວນມສີໍ່ ວນຮໍ່ ວມໃນການດ ແລຮໍ່ າງກາຍຂອງຜ ູ້ຕາຍ.           
13 ຂູ້ອຍຫວງັວໍ່ າຄນົທີໍ່ ຂ ູ້ອຍດ ແລຈະເສຍຊວີດິເມ ໍ່ ອຂ ູ້ອຍບ ໍ່ ຢ ໍ່ ໃນ

ສະຖານທີໍ່ ເຮດັວຽກ. 
          

14 ຂູ້ອຍຢູ້ານທີໍ່ ຈະເປັນເພ ໍ່ ອນກບັຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະຕາຍ.           
15 ຂູ້ອຍຮ ູ້ສກຶທີໍ່ ຈະຫ ກິໜເີມ ໍ່ ອເຫນັຄນົເສຍຊວີດິຕວົຈງິ.           
16 ຄອບຄວົຕ ູ້ອງການການສະໜບັສະໜ ນທາງດ ູ້ານອາລມົເພ ໍ່ ອ

ຍອມຮບັການປໍ່ ຽນແປງພດຶຕກິ າຂອງຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະຕາຍ. 
          

17 ໃນຂະນະທີໍ່ ຄນົເຈບັໃກ ູ້ຈະຕາຍ, ຜ ູ້ດ ແລທີໍ່ ບ ໍ່ ແມໍ່ ນຄອບ ຄວົ
ຄວນຖອນຕວົອອກຈາກການມສີໍ່ ວນຮໍ່ ວມກບັຄນົເຈບັ. 
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18 ຄອບຄວົຄວນກງັວນົກໍ່ ຽວກບັການຊໍ່ ວຍເຫ  ອສະມາຊກິທີໍ່ ກ າລງັ
ຈະເສຍຊວີດິໃຫ ູ້ໄຊ ູ້ຊວີດິທີໍ່ ເຫ  ອຢ ໍ່ ໃຫ ູ້ດທີີໍ່ ສຸດ 

          

19 ບຸກຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະເສຍຊວີດິບ ໍ່ ຄວນໄດ ູ້ຮບັອະນຸຍາດໃຫູ້ຕດັສນິ
ໃຈກໍ່ ຽວກບັການດ ແລຮໍ່ າງກາຍຂອງຕນົເອງ. 

          

20 ຄອບຄວົຄວນຮກັສາສະພາບແວດລູ້ອມໃຫູ້ເປັນປົກກະ ຕທິີໍ່ ສຸດ
ສ າລບັສະມາຊກິທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະຕາຍ. 

          

21 ເປັນປະໂຫຍດສ າລບັຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະຕາຍເພ ໍ່ ອໃຫ ູ້ເວົ ູ້າຄວາມ
ຮ ູ້ສກຶຂອງລາວ. 

          

22 ການດ ແລຄວນຂະຫຍາຍຄວບຄຸມໄປເຖງິຄອບຄວົຂອງຜ ູ້ຕາຍ.           
23 ຜ ູ້ດ ແລຄວນອະນຸຍາດໃຫູ້ຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະເສຍຊວີດິມຕີາຕະລາງ

ການເຂົ ູ້າຢູ້ຽມທີໍ່ ຢ ນຢຸໍ່ ນ ຫ   ນະໂຍບາຍໄດ ູ້. 
          

24 ບຸກຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະເສຍຊວີດິ ແລະຄອບຄວົຄວນເປັນຜ ູ້ມອີ າ
ນາດໃນການຕດັສນິໃຈ. 

          

25 ການຕດິໄຊ ູ້ຢາແກ ູ້ປວດບ ໍ່ ຄວນກງັວນົເມ ໍ່ ອຕ ູ້ອງຮບັມ ກບັຄນົໃກ ູ້
ຕາຍ. 

          

26 ຂູ້ອຍຈະບ ໍ່ ສະບາຍໃຈຖູ້າຂ ູ້ອຍເຂົ ູ້າໄປໃນຫູ້ອງຂອງຄນົເຈບັ
ໄລຍະສຸດທູ້າຍ ແລະພບົວໍ່ າລາວຮ ູ້ອງໃຫ ູ້. 

          

27 ຄນົທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະຕາຍຄວນໄດ ູ້ຮບັຄ າຕອບທີໍ່ ກງົໄປກງົມາກໍ່ ຽວກບັ
ສະພາບຂອງພວກເຂາົ. 

          

28 ການໃຫູ້ຄວາມຮ ູ້ແກໍ່ ຄອບຄວົກໍ່ ຽວກບັຄວາມຕາຍ ແລະການ
ຕາຍບ ໍ່ ແມໍ່ ນຄວາມຮບັຜດິຊອບຂອງຜ ູ້ດ ແລທີໍ່ ບ ໍ່ ແມໍ່ ນຄອບຄວົ. 

          

29 ສະມາຊກິໃນຄອບຄວົຜ ູ້ທີໍ່ ຢ ໍ່ ໃກ ູ້ຊດິກບັຄນົເຈບັທີໍ່ ກ າລງັຈະເສຍ
ຊວີດິມກັຈະລບົກວນການເຮດັວຽກຂອງຜ ູ້ຊໍ່ ຽວ ຊານກໍ່ ຽວກບັ
ຄນົເຈບັ. 

          

30 ຜ ູ້ດ ແລທີໍ່ ບ ໍ່ ແມໍ່ ນຄອບຄວົສາມາດຊໍ່ ວຍໃຫູ້ຄນົເຈບັຕຽມຄວາມ
ພູ້ອມສ າຫ ບັຄວາມຕາຍໄດ ູ້. 
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